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THIS REPORT
The Ok-Fly Social Monitoring Project is conceived as the long-term collation of base
line information on village communities in the impact area of the Ok Tedi mine. This is
Report No. 2 in the series and has the principal aim of presenting social mapping
information for the Ningerum Local Government Council in the form of an ‘area study’.
The body of the report presents a contrastive discussion of the Ningerum and Awin
parts of the Council between Tabubil and Ningerum Station. Detailed notes on the
villages of this area, arranged by council wards, and base maps are given in the
appendixes and endpapers.
The report also provides a preliminary discussion of the principal impacts and effects of
the mine on the rural population here, with a focus on the deposition of sediments on
garden land along the Ok Tedi or Alice River and dislocations to the former pattern of
settlement. This is not, however, intended to be the place for exhaustive treatment of
these topics, which will be better served by specialist treatment by others. The aim here
is to obtain a snapshot of the situation as it was at a particular point in time. Future
reports may well note corrections of fact or interpretation; here I have deliberately
adopted the style of a situation report or area study to convey quickly an understanding
of the study area. My ‘findings’ comprise the information collected as a whole – not a
distillation of points for and against various courses of action, although there are,
naturally enough, places where I point the way to what it is desirable to do next.
Note to revised edition
Following a review of Reports Nos. 1 & 2, held in Tabubil on 18 May 1992, I and other
Unisearch consultants have now completed a further eleven weeks of fieldwork in
North Fly, widening the areal scope of the project and allowing time to consult various
additional information sources not examined in the first, much shorter study season. In
some instances, new information corrects my 1991 observations. However, rather than
hold publication until the new material is reported and reviewed, I have decided to
present this volume ‘as is’, with slight textual revisions. I have reworked some
paragraphs to correct points of fact or emphasis, but only in relation to the state of
knowledge at the time of fieldwork. Specific information that I did not know or could
not have known in 1991 is added in square brackets [thus], and the original set of three
foldout maps is replaced by a single, updated sheet in the end pocket.
John Burton, October 1992.
Note – 2004
After the above words were written, forces within OTML acted to withhold our reports
from Community Relations staff until 1998, when I personally delivered a full set to
Martin Paining at Tabubil. In this climate, the 1992 revision of this report (memory
suggests I produced six ‘draft final’ copies) was neither printed nor distributed.
John Burton, October 2004.
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The Ningerum Local Government Council area remains one of the least
developed in Papua New Guinea. Cash generating activity is slight, other than that
connected with working at Tabubil or in secondary services along the Highway.
The key infrastructural developments of note are the growth of Tabubil, the
construction of the Kiunga-Tabubil Highway, and the construction, then
abandonment, of the Ok Ma road and camp areas. The impacts of these things
have been minor among the Alice (southern) Ningerum, but significant among the
Kasuwa (northern) Ningerum and Awin peoples. In the latter cases, secondary
effects are being felt following the voluntary, though inevitable, relocation of
village sites. These include an increase in dependency on other people’s land,
accelerated forest clearance along the road corridors, and a chronic lack of cash
cropping and marketing opportunities because of the lack of roads into bush areas
(discussed pp. 16, 21, 24 ...)
Recommendation 1 (from pp. 19, 24 ):
Road access is vital across the whole area. A feasibility study is required to
evaluate the costs and engineering problems of completing the road/bridge
network across the Ningerum Census Division. It is seen as particularly important
to extend access to Kasuwa Ningerum villages from Ok Ma 11; work should begin
as soon as possible to forestall social problems caused by overcrowding there.
There is a pressing need to speed up the construction of feeder roads in the Awin
Census Divisions.This principally means the upgrading of the ‘old patrol roads’
from (new) Pampenai to Sonai, via Siningiri, old Pampenai and old Wangenai;
from this road north to old Hiorenkia, Rumepu and old Tapko; and – a more
ambitious project – to connect up the Rumginae-Hawenai-Sisimakam road, of
which some sections only are passable. (This is the principal responsibility of the
Fly River Provincial Government; OTML, however, holds the capacity to
implement.)

2.

The key impact of the Ok Tedi project lies in the dumping of ore process wastes
and overburden in the Mining Lease areas in the headwaters of the Ok Tedi (or
Alice) River. Village lands along the Alice – that is to say, outside the Lease areas
– have already been damaged, but villagers have a weak understanding of the
changing mine plan and the consequences of the present production schedule. The
fact and effects of the 1989 Vancouver slide are also unknown and/or not
comprehended by villagers, whose fears, by contrast, centre around toxic
pollution (discussed pp. 27-31).
Recommendation 2 (from page 31):
A concerted effort should be made to foster a far higher level of informed
discussion among villagers of the current direction of the OK Tedi project, its
problems, and what their rights are. Clear, illustrated information booklets are
needed together with video presentations. Both DME and OTML have the
expertise to produce technical material for these, but other relevant government
departments can and should be involved.
-v-

3.

Model predictions that sand deposition would not occur far upstream of the
natural gravel-sand transition point on the Alice at Konkonda was not intended to
consider the contributions of periodic overbank flooding. However, floods are
dumping thousands of tonnes of sand onto the alluvial terraces of the Alice with a
consequently heavy impact on natural vegetation, riverbank fauna and food
gardens. Some villages situated right on the Alice may face actual food shortage
as a result of crop losses. Again, as mentioned above, these impacts are being felt
outside the Mining Lease areas (discussed pp. 33-34).
Recommendation 3 (from page 37):
Negotiations should be held, between appropriate parties, to establish what
liability the Ok Tedi project should bear for sand deposition along the banks of
the Alice, with a view to agreement on a formal scale of compensation. Measures
to rehabilitate land already damaged should be tested, and the means of
safeguarding from future depositions designed and demonstrated. As soon as
possible, a soil scientist and/or agronomist with closely relevant experience
should be called to assist in designing a programme of garden rehabilitation.
(This is the principal responsibility of OTML; DME and District Services must
also commit time and resources.)

4.

Health patterns remain poor throughout the area, by Papua New Guinea standards.
Key threats are malaria and, particularly in Ningerum, filariasis. In outlying areas
of Ningerum Census Division, there is no reasonable evidence that health patterns
have improved since the early 1970s when a sparse network of Aid Posts was
established. Nutrition is problematic, but underinvestigated, throughout the area
(discussed pp. 13-14, 24, 40).
Recommendation (from page 40):
Steps should be taken to upgrade health services outside the 40 km catchment of
the OTML-run Health Centre. This should focus on (a) identifying the key factors
in the poor life expectancy of this area and (b) in the reduction of life-threatening
health risks. OTML would be wise to sponsor further health work along the Alice
River, while the province should use its own funds to patrol more effectively away
from it. A nutrition study is also urgently needed. It is recommended that a
medical or ecological anthropologist, ideally a PhD student, be attracted for this
work, by the offer of partial financial support and/or access to facilities.

5.

Planning for community development and the capacity to implement decisions is
weak in the Kiunga Sub-Province. The provincial government now has Special
Support Grant funds but seems to have difficulty in planning to spend them
effectively (p. 41; cf. Appendix F).
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Recommendation (from page 41):
A good deal more effort is needed from all agencies to streamline the delivery of
services in the rural areas and to improve the capacity for social planning in
districts. (The formal responsibility rests with the provincial authorities, but DME
Project Liaison and OTML, through Public Affairs and Environment Department,
are in a position to offer support — indeed, this report is an example of
information gathering and analysis.)
6.

Cultural activities in the Ningerum Sub-District are subdued. A shortage of old
people may contribute to the loss of some aspects of traditional culture and some
thought is required to promote cultural events and interest in culture generally,
with the objective of promoting pride in local heritage (p. 41).
Recommendation (from page 41):
OTML would do well to add the sponsorship of local cultural activities to the
brief of the Fly River Development Trust. Small allocations of money for cultural
projects are recommended; for example, periodic assistance for a larger school
like that at Ningerum to stage cultural events and to commission the making of
traditional artefacts for a school museum.
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are rainfall isohyets after SMEC (1982: Fig. 3); note that 19 of
the 27 stations used were located in the Star Mountains.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
Terms of reference
The Ok-Fly Social Monitoring Project was conceived at a meeting in Tabubil 2-3 May
1991. Present were: Murray Eagle, Manager, Environment Department, OTML; Marty
Bos, Manager, Public Affairs and Business Development, OTML; Jeff Ransley, the then
Liaison Officer - Ok Tedi Project, Department of Western Province; John Burton,
Department of Anthropology and Sociology, University of Papua New Guinea; and
Colin Filer, Department of Anthropology and Sociology, University of Papua New
Guinea/Projects Manager, Unisearch PNG Pty Ltd.
Essentially three tasks were specified:
• compilation of baseline documentation in respect of previous field studies in the
Ok-Fly system, patrol reports and archival information, and relevant publications
and reports
• social mapping to correctly identify customary groups, patterns of land-holding, and
residence, and the interdependencies of subsistence ecology and local human
populations
• analysis of and commentary on processes of social and economic change,
development and project impacts
The core of the present report is the second of these tasks, in respect of the Ningerum
Council. Given the uneven nature of road access in the four Census Divisions
concerned, it would have been a tall order to visit every last hamlet, or even every
official Rest House. Instead, I made a decision on the spot to concentrate intensive
inquiries on those parts of the area I considered to be likely to inform us most about
conditions throughout it.

Fieldwork
This report sets out the results of 21 days’ fieldwork over the period 6 September-27
September 1991. The fieldwork base was Tabubil and I was assisted by P. Mila.
Acknowledgments
The facilities of the Environment Department, OTML, were placed at my disposal
during our stay and every assistance rendered by staff members. I thank Murray Eagle,
Tom Morris, Andy Markham, Geoff Day and Ross Smith for this. Marty Bos and Jeff
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Ransley of Public Affairs and Business Development, OTML, provided valuable
commentary on their extension work.
Jeff Ransley provided very valuable information concerning the history of the Ok Tedi
project and pre- and post-Independence administrative developments in the Ningerum
Sub-District, and proved to be the sole keeper of certain early Ok Tedi documentation,
such as Welsch’s (1979) key land report - the DME in Port Moresby having no copy
and the New Guinea Collection at the Michael Somare Library, UPNG, no longer
listing it in their catalogue (a copy now sent there), and various ‘lost’ maps.
I had very useful conversations with Drs Paul Spicer and Gerry Schuurkamp of the
OTML Medical Department concerning health trends; with Vinzo Buina, District
Officer, Kiunga; with Takai Balpugma, DOIC, Ningerum; and with his deputy, Richard
Aria.
Our informants and guides in the villages were extraordinary helpful everywhere, and
we received great support and interested cooperation throughout. We found an
outstanding guide for the Ningerum speaking area in Pastor Joe Boikoun of the
Evangelical Church of Papua, Ningerum, and I thank him whole-heartedly. I cannot
help remarking how much responsibility rests with the few young men in his
community with good education, by comparison with other parts of Papua New Guinea
with more developed political processes and – not least – a greater proportion of older
people. Many thanks also to Mr Bon Dawoe, President, Ningerum Council; Steven
Gwadien, Council Executive Officer; and the various councillors, komitis and other
village leaders who helped us. In many instances, informants more or less demanded
that I pay attention to their origin stories and copy them down on the spot. Frequently
also, those literate enough to do so (or who had an educated family member who had
written them out on their behalf) came out with already typed or photocopied clan
origin stories, which was at once a great help, but also an indication of how preoccupied
community members are with land rights and environmental issues – in their own way,
not necessarily in a manner easily integrated with geochemistry, hydrology or even our
actual knowledge of precontact history in Papua New Guinea. I reproduce two of these,
given to me by Singarai Sirie of Hosonai and Bon Dawoe of Tapko, in Appendix E, and
add further commentary there.
Unfortunately, in the short time available in the field it was not possible to make contact
with members of the Montfort Catholic Mission, long active in the southern part of the
study area. This possibly exposes a significant source of error in my assessment of
health and social change in Ningerum. Equally, I did not wish enlarge my report by
stepping into areas properly covered by the Department of Minerals and Energy. I hope
I can excuse my consequent lack of discussion with DME officials by saying that what I
have written is a situation report: this is where I went and this is what I saw.
Special considerations
It is worth mentioning how this work was done, to give some idea of method and the
status of the information presented. The Sub-District has an unbalanced distribution of
roads and therefore of accessibility to villages. This is borne out by the processes of
settlement relocation which have transformed the geographical appearance of the area
and its population distribution since the late 1960s, when foot tracks began to be
-2-

replaced by vehicular roads, and a little later, when the route of the ‘pioneer road’, i.e.
the modern Kiunga-Tabubil Highway, was built by Bechtel (see p. 21). In consequence,
if a reasonable model of pre-project human ecological relations was to be constructed, it
would be necessary to redress the balance in some way. In principle, we could have
organised a foot patrol to all parts of the area, without favour to any one, indeed as the
OIC at Ningerum has to do to accomplish routine tasks such as common roll updating.
This, however, would not have been cost effective, especially as many ‘old’ village sites
have only relict populations, so we adopted a mixed strategy of visiting all roadaccessed locations by four wheel drive vehicle, and a selected set of villages in
Ningerum Census Division by a combination of foot patrol and helicopter drop. In
addition certain impacts, particularly along the Alice River, were inspected and/or
photographed from the air.
The maps
I reproduce the spatial aspects of my data in map form (see end pocket). This is
essentially an overlay of the Papua New Guinea 1:100,000 topographic map series Ok
Tedi and Ningerum sheets. The method of production (using AutoCAD) was as follows.
The main drainage and well located cultural information (e.g. Ningerum station and
airstrip) were digitised from repromat copies of the topo maps, enlarged in 10 x 10 km
squares approximately two and a half times linearly.
As is well known, village locations are notoriously unreliable on the topo sheets. The
positions of each village was confirmed or corrected in one of three ways. Firstly, I may
have been able to visit the place on foot or by car, in which case I used basic map
reading and timings from distinctive features (e.g. river junctions, spurs etc.) to
determine the location. Hukim village has an Australian Government survey marker (in
the soccer field) and thus is surely correctly positioned already. The Ok Ma 11
settlement is notionally eleven kilometres from the Ok Tedi bridge along the Ok Ma
dam access road; it follows a ridge between two drainage systems and I was able to
draw it by simple map reading. From villages I did visit, I was able to see others on
adjacent ridges; villagers identified these for me.
Secondly, where I could not get near a place, I collated other sources, such as patrol
reports and sketch maps, to arrive at a likely position. For example, the former site of
Boliwogam appears on a map titled ‘Map 6: Clan segments in Upper Ok Ma (Munga)’
dated 5 March 1982 (courtesy J. Ransley) and the creeks on that map can readily be
identified on the topographic sheet.
Thirdly, the Environment Department hired a GPS unit at my request and this proved
invaluable in positioning the kilometre posts and villages along the Kiunga-Tabubil
Highway. While the entire length was surveyed before construction – J. Ransley has a
complete set of the plans – I was unable to find the final course plotted out accurately.
More seriously, the presumed positions of the kilometre posts as shown on the
construction plans are not close to where they are now. A pencil line on a map in the
Survey Office also shows the road, but plotting with the GPS showed that it is no more
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than a sketch line. I was able to make two runs along the Highway stopping to plot the
kilometre posts, and those marked may be taken as accurately positioned.1
With regard to village names, I have corrected past errors where (a) I am reasonably
confident of the correction and (b) the existing name is not in regular use on say,
signposts. Thus for ‘Kaukwi’, Kwakwi, and for ‘Mongulavuram’, Mongulwalawam. In
the latter case, it is puzzling that ‘Mongulavuram’ persists from patrol to patrol up to
the 1980s, yet informants could not recognise it. I checked my spelling several times
and it appears to be correct. (Note that it is listed among the Trust Villages simply as
‘Walawam’). This said, I am aware of my limitations and do not expect to get
everything right in one visit.2
A notable feature of villages throughout this area is the consistent pattern of relocation.
As already noted, it is a key impact of the Ok Tedi project, or more specifically the
construction of the Kiunga-Tabubil Highway, that many villages have relocated to be
on it. The relocations of individual villages are shown on the maps with arrows.
Jackson’s map of ‘Village Relocation 1965 to Present’ (1977; note that his main focus
was on villages closer to Kiunga, see p. 21) gave similar information and I have rechecked and added to this. Jackson will not have used the current editions of the
1:100,000 topographic maps, but he certainly will have had access to earlier versions.
I have treated creek names in a slightly different way to village names. I have copied all
available names from the topographic sheets and, correcting them if necessary, have
included them in an italic face). If, however, I personally did not hear a name I have
placed it in square brackets to indicate that (a) this may or may not be the name, (b) the
name may be similar to this, or (c) there may be another creek nearby with a name like
this.
The ward numbers indicated on the maps follow the order given at the Council Office in
Ningerum and as set out in Appendix A. Where given, the ward boundaries (see key)
indicate the notional extents of the land at the disposal of people in the villages so
enclosed. The idea is that these are ‘parish boundaries’. Where a ward boundary closes
exclusively round one village, this may be taken as the ‘ward boundary’ (e.g. Hukim –
Map 2, Ward 5). On the other hand where adjacent villages are enclosed separately (e.g.
Tengkim, Wombon, Dikam – Map 2, Ward 3), the lines may be taken as ‘village
boundaries’. In many cases, time did not permit a full investigation and I have used a -?-- dashed line to show where I think the boundary should go, but that the actual
position is uncertain.

1

GPS fixes in latitude and longitude were converted into AMG references. The final result was highly accurate at
times, such as a fix taken at the northern end of the Tabubil airstrip, but at other times seemed to be about 200 m
out. Obtaining correct positions for the kilometre posts was vital, as they are now universally used by villagers to
discuss land holdings along the Highway. [Unfortunately, the early model unit used in 1991 was too cumbersome
to carry about on foot. The highly compact Sony Pyxis was used in 1992 with excellent results.]

2

[I visited Mongulwalawam in 1992 and the spelling I gave here checks out. This said, I noticed that a Montfort
missionary consistently uses the kiap’s pronunciation.]
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The status of boundaries
A word of caution is needed to explain the meaning of ‘parish boundary’ here. The term
‘parish’ is used to denote ‘village community’ or the equivalent all over Papua New
Guinea. In some areas, a parish can be made up of one large clan. In this case the firm
borders of clan lands bring a sense of territoriality to the parish. This is not the case
here. All Ningerum and Awin villages are made up of several clans, and clans typically
have branches in a number of different villages. If these villages are neighbours, it may
be that those clan members whose gardens are nearest one particular village go and live
there, while their neighbours and relatives live at the village their gardens are closest to.
The modern villages in this area are thus aggregations of people who have decided to
form a settlement, rather than ancient, ‘natural’ communities. The net result is that any
attempt to draw definite lines between them will fail. My lines are not meant to be the
edges of territories, but rather a means of indicating the area of land available to the
members of a particular village. This is certainly how I approached the problem of
asking people where the village land was. I tried to avoid saying ‘Where is your land?’
because this question, if answered without suspicion as to my motives, would generally
elicit the personal holdings of the informant. These could be anywhere, even in another
village. I tried instead to convey, by means of a preamble to my questions, that I wished
to know the broad physical features – rivers, ridges and spurs if possible – that bounded
the garden land and bush tracts cared for from this village.
In terms of settlement geography, the ‘parish boundaries’ are vitally important for
determining what kinds of land or other resources are available to individuals. It is no
good saying that a place is close to excellent fishing grounds if the people who live
there have no right to use them. I did not investigate personal holdings, but the
indications are that the various different types of land – ridge tops, slopes, valley floor
swamps etc – are unevenly distributed among households in any particular settlement
(discussions below, pp. 13, 16). This would not be surprising, as the formation of
villages is it itself a phenomenon dating back no more than forty years among the Awin
and Ningerum. Further investigation would repay the effort on this score.3
Limitations
As a ‘rapid appraisal’ study, this report has the same relationship to longer-term
investigations that any other brief piece of consultancy would have. I emphasise this to
dispel the impression that the production of the report may mean that social impacts
have in some way been ‘done’ for the area in question. Promised sources of funding
from the Department of Minerals and Energy and directed towards the National
Research Institute (formerly I.A.S.E.R.) dried up in 1983 and merely sufficed for the
production of two thin reports (Jackson and Ilave 1983; Filer et al. 1984). Health
impacts, which are obviously linked in a fundamental way to the functioning of local
communities are equally poorly known (outside the 40 km radius of treatment from the
OTML/Government Health Centre at Tabubil). After describing the rather depressing
findings of the pre-mining 1978 WHO pilot study (Taukuro et al. 1980), Nurse (in

3

[While councillors and komitis in many other parts of the study area were quite able, when actually standing on
them, to point out maks between wards, only in the sorthern part of Ningerum CD where villages are relatively
close together was it feasible to sketch the boundaries enclosing wards. It is worth mentioning also that few
villages in this area have been relocated by comparison with the much more fluid situation in other places.]
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press) notes that ‘little, if any, systematic study has been made of changes in the health
of … the Awin and the Ningerum; if any has taken place, it has not been described in
any accessible journal.’
What is presented here, then, is an attempt to pick up the threads of social research left
by others almost a decade ago. All my statements are open to question and to revision. I
hope that readers who spot particularly glaring mistakes will be good enough to point
them out to me and help me by offering better details.
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CHAPTER 2
THE NINGERUM LGC AREA: VARIATIONS ON
UNDERDEVELOPMENT

The study area
Between Tabubil and Ningerum the ‘Alice’ or ‘Ok Tedi’ river – in reality the Ok Ti
(Ningerum language) or Wai Tri (Awin language) – passes through some sixty
kilometres of foothills country and transforms itself from a mountain torrent to a
braided channel navigable by canoe. At this point the river is met by a series of streams,
among them the Ok Ma, which drain the parallel ridges of the foothills catchment, and
is joined by a major tributary coming in from Irian Jaya, the Ok Birim. Some thirty-five
kilometres further downstream from here at Konkonda village the braided channel
reaches the Fly River plain and changes into a sluggish meander.
It is the former section of the river, which we may refer to as the Upper Alice,4 that I
treat as the central focus of the present report. As far as and including Bige village, this
area all falls within Ningerum Sub-District or, equally, the Ningerum Local
Government Council area. As will be evident in subsequent sections, I range a good
deal farther afield than the narrow river corridor in considering the impacts and effects
of the Ok Tedi mining project, to consider the relationships with the wider region of
which the river corridor and its population form an inseparable part.
In each piece of ethnographic field research a theme or angle tends to emerge as the
most appropriate in the circumstances. Here I found it most useful to view the cultural
systems of the area from the standpoint of human ecology. As I discovered quite
quickly, the mere struggle for survival continues to dominate life in this extraordinarily
– shockingly – underdeveloped corner of Papua New Guinea. It is true that my short
period in the field allowed me to do little more than scratch the surface as far as culture
and social organisation were concerned, but I was easily convinced that, as factors in
daily life, they were dominated by the necessities of subsistence and the physical
interactions of local human populations with the natural resources at their disposal.
Various considerations suggested that I should treat the extents of the Ningerum
Council as bounding the total area of study. It is made of wards within four Census
Divisions: North Ok Tedi CD in the southwest, made up of Yonggom speakers,
Ningerum CD from the Alice River west to the border, made up of Ningerum speakers,
and North Awin and West Awin CDs to the east of the Alice, made up of Awin
speakers or Aekyom. However, I made no visit to North Ok Tedi at all, and curtailed
my investigation of those parts of the two Awin CDs away from the Alice in order to

4

Ningerum and Awin speakers use their respective vernacular name for the river when talking among themselves;
however, in public discussions the name ‘Alice’ is used. The name ‘Ok Tedi’ comes to us from the patrol officer,
Leo Austen, who heard this lower down [among Yonggom speakers who know it as the ‘Ok Deri’, S. Kirsch,
pers. comm.]. This is generally used by the people of this area [i.e. Ningerums and Awins] to refer to the mine
site; only some call their part of the river the ‘Ok Tedi’.
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more fully understand Ningerum CD. Two things were immediately evident. Firstly,
that a major developmental difference has grown up between the adjacent Ningerum
and Awin CDs, attributable to the differences in road access more fully explained below
(pp. 16, 21). Secondly, that, within any particular Census Division, strong differences
have developed among groups of villages with differential access to services. As
mentioned, I examined Ningerum CD in the most detail, and what emerges is hopefully
a general model of one part of the complete area which can reasonably stand for the
others that I did not visit.
I now turn to this analysis.
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CHAPTER 3
NINGERUM CENSUS DIVISION

Historical and ethnographic background
The Ningerum are a people defined by shared culture and language who inhabit the
lower foothills area between the Ok Ti (Ok Tedi, Alice) and Ok Birim rivers in the
Upper Fly drainage. As such, most Ningerums live in Papua New Guinea, but some
remain across the border in Irian Jaya. Cross-border contacts with Ningerum-speakers
in Irian Jaya are maintained today by some youths in border villages, who collect
passports from the OIC at Ningerum and must report to the authorities at Mindiptanah.
Evidently, there are no contemporary Ningerum settlements close to Papua New Guinea
on the Indonesian side of the border. Older people are unlikely to make the arduous
journey and Indonesian Ningerums are not permitted to travel to Papua New Guinea.
All the Ningerums in Papua New Guinea live in the Ningerum Census Division, whose
extents are defined by the Ok Birim, Ok Mani (the boundary with the Star Mountains
Council) and Alice rivers, and the Indonesian border (see list of villages in Appendix A,
p. 43; see End Map).
The ethnographic background to Ningerum life is outlined by Welsch (1982) who lived
for some twenty-three months with the Ningerum, based at Hukim village. In traditional
times, the Ningerum lived in individual family homesteads dispersed throughout the
district. They followed a basic subsistence life with primary reliance on sago
processing, backed by a lowland Papua New Guinea forest fallowing garden system and
the exploitation of the relatively abundant fish and game resources available to lowlands
forest dwellers with a low population density. The pattern of settlement was based on
individual family homesteads, and nucleated villages in the modern pattern were
unknown.
Early administrative contact was made by the patrol officers Leo Austen and L. Logan
to the Upper Alice and Upper Fly beginning in 1922, and Austen’s descriptions are
given in appendices to Annual Reports (e.g. 1925:27-30). He was concerned with
distinguishing the various tributaries of the Fly and Alice and hands down to us the
names by which these are now known: the Ok Birim, Ok Mart and, of course, the ‘Tedi’
or, as he whimsically suggested, the ‘River of Islands’ on account of his navigational
difficulties. The name ‘Tedi’ was acquired [from the Yonggom Ok Deri] in the lower
Alice. Above Ningerum he correctly records its name as ‘Ok Ti’ (1925:30).
Austen gives a clear description of traditional Ningerum houses, some of which were
constructed on platforms built around the trunks of large trees as much as 12-18 m (he
says ‘40 to 60 feet’) above the ground, buttressed with long poles and with separate
entrances for men and women reached by separate ladders. (Village youths at Tengkim
have built a rather less substantial house some eight metres off the ground for fun.)
Others were two to four metres off the ground as today (he says ‘6-8 feet’, and ‘10 or 12
feet’).
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During his second trip in October 1922, his route was up the Alice to just above
Ningerum, where he made a camp on the west bank and struck north on foot. This
would have taken him towards Wogam and indeed he came across a single homestead
on the second day. The people here had a Malay trade axe which had come from the
southwest.
Villages closer to the border were in some contact with the Dutch authorities - at least
Austen saw ‘Malay trade axes’. At Hukim village, Papuan catechists from Dutch New
Guinea had encouraged people to come together in modern-style villages at some time
between 1946 and 1949, according to Welsch. Informants at Minipon told me that a
man from Wogam village named Tinggun heard about the Dutch presence in the west
and walked the five or so days to Mindiptanah where he found work as a labourer and
learnt Malay. In 1950, they said, he returned as a tanim tok with a Dutch patrol officer
who visited the westernmost part of Ningerum territory, outlawed homicide and
cannibalism, and told people to collect together into villages. Shovels, axes and other
iron tools were, it was said, distributed for the purpose of clearing and levelling the
sites. The villages named as ‘Dutch villages’ were Ambre, Irimkwi, Hukim, Minipon,
Bikim, Tengkim, Wombon, with the presumable addition of Detau and Bankim No. 2
(see Map 2). The Ningerum now use a Malay loanword for village, namely kampong.
They also use the Malay tuan as their word for a European. Welsch (1979:6) also notes
utan (Malay: ‘forest’) for bush house. Dutch activity on the Papua New Guinea side of
border ceased at this point – villagers say there was only one patrol from across the
border – and regular Australian patrols began thereafter. [See van de Veur 1966,
Section F, for details.]
Welsch notes that the nature of contact between 1925 and 1950 is unclear. It is
unknown, for example, what diseases may have spread in advance of regular patrols (cf.
Burton 1983) and we have little knowledge of the likely changes to traditional trade
networks which often preceded full contact by up to a generation in other parts of the
country (cf. Hughes 1972).
According to my inquiries, prior to the arrival of the Dutch, the Ningerum had domestic
dogs, but not chickens, and, Austen notwithstanding, had apparently not received steel
knives or axes from long-contacted areas of the Fly River to the south. Their trade with
outsiders was not well developed and older informants – not that many alive today were
adults in 1950 and born, say, before 1935 – do not express material knowledge of the
whereabouts of stone axe sources, for example. (One suggested that men must change
into animals or worms to locate such places.) Ropes of tambu shells (Nassa sp.) were
and are still highly valued, but it is not clear what quantities of these were actively
entering the area just prior to contact. Corn was absent and very little sweet potato was
grown. Subsequent introductions are watermelon, chillies, cucumber, pawpaw, peanuts,
and Xanthosoma taro (taro kongkong). However, by comparison with other parts of
Papua New Guinea, a restricted range of greens is grown.
Some adjustments to settlement places on account of the border with Indonesia have
been made since the formation of the Ningerum Council. Notably the inhabitants of
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Irimkwi, right on the border, relocated to Kwikim, one kilometre to the east, around
1970.5
Welsch (1982:7) recognises two main divisions of Ningerum speakers on the Papua
New Guinea side of the border: the Kasuwa, or ‘people up above’, in the northern part
of the area, and the Alice Ningerum in the southern part. He reports a third division,
Daupka, in the north eastern part, named for the principal clan of this area and this also
appears on the ‘Map 6: Clan segments in Upper Ok Ma (Munga)’ noted above. Welsch
says Daupka are similar to Kasuwa; a dialectal difference, given this name, is also
recognised in Würm and Hattori’s Language Atlas of the Pacific (1980). However, local
branches of Daupka are in fact found in the south western villages as well as at northern
places like Mongulwalawam. My [1991] informants, drawn from both northern and
southern areas distinguish only Alice Ningerum and Kasuwa.6

The ecology of human settlement
Two southward flowing rivers rise within a kilometre of the Ok Mani, the conventional
boundary near Tabubil between the Faiwol speakers to the north and the Ningerum to
the south, the Ok Telim and Ok Ma. Between these and ten kilometres south of the Ok
Mani, two further rivers have their sources, Ok Au and Ok Taub. The four rivers run in
parallel for approximately forty kilometres until they either join the Ok Birim or Ok Ti
(Ok Tedi, Alice) near Ningerum Station. In consequence, the entire area of Ningerum
settlement consists of low but steep-sided ridges dividing these rivers and their
tributaries. The people have spaced their modern villages two to five kilometres apart
on the ridge crests, where cooling breezes make living conditions comfortable, by
comparison with the humid valley bottoms (see End Map). It would seem highly likely
that fewer mosquitoes are also to be found in the ridge-top clearings, by comparison
with any other possible settlement locations.
In former times, before the formation of nucleated villages, the ridges were still the
preferred places of settlement. Scatters of hium, or chert flakes, are easy to find in
almost all village clearings and along well groomed sections of the road benches
between villages. While giving no indication of age, these archaeological traces at least
reassure us that the area was populated with long continuity stretching back into the
past.
Macroecological differences
The Kasuwa villages, such as Bankim No.1 and the now abandoned Nioksikwi, are
situated at 450-500 m above sea level; those further south, such as Kwikim and
Kolebon, are at 300-350 m; those close to Ningerum Station, such as Tengkim and
Wogam, are at 150-200 m. Welsch (1979) makes note of the fact that the Kasuwa

5

On Jackson’s (1977) map of ‘Village Relocation 1965 to Present’, this is the only village movement noted in
Ningerum Census Division.

6

[A clarifying statement obtained in 1992 confirmed that traditionally the area was divided into two: kangua
Ningerums in the south (i.e. ‘Alice’ Ningerums) and katuwa (i.e. Würm and Hattori’s ‘Kasuwa’) Ningerums in
the north.]
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Ningerum (and North Awin as well) are ‘in a sense transitional societies’ because the
more rugged terrain, higher altitude, relative scarcity of sago and low population
density in their environment makes it a good deal more similar to that of the Wopkaimin
and lower Faiwolmin than to that of the southern Alice Ningerum. Also, while
intermarriage is ‘firmly denied’ (Welsch 1979:4) by both Ningerum and Wopkaimin
informants, the two groups traded frequently and the latter are alone among the
Mountain Ok groups to have had the bullroarers characteristic of the Ningerum men’s
cult (Welsch 1979:5).
Nevertheless, all of these altitudes place Ningerum as a whole into a lowlands
horticultural system with only slight differences in crop availability. Thus, as long as it
is deliberately planted in those areas outside low-lying swamps, sago will grow
throughout the area and all the main garden and tree crops are available everywhere:
taro, yams, cooking bananas, sugarcane, breadfruit, Pandanus conoideus, and fern-type
kumu varieties.
This said, clinal differences are apparent in rainfall and, logically, should be measurable
in temperature ranges. Other than three years of readings from a storage rain gauge near
the Ok Ma dam site over the period 1976-79, and more recently pluviograph data from
the same area, systematic meteorological records do not exist for Ningerum CD as a
whole. Fig. 1, which interpolates rainfall from stations to the north and south, shows the
first order trend for declining totals from about 9000 mm a year in the north to about
7000 mm a year in the south. That is, it shows that all Ningerum lands receive very
heavy rain in the course of a year, but somewhat more falls on Kasuwa lands.
However, this certainly conceals an ecologically significant second order trend, namely
for much longer dry spells in the south than in the north, for an earlier lifting in the
morning of the ridge-capping cloud base and for the later onset of showers in the
afternoon on ‘fine’ days with abundant sunshine between 9.00 am and 3.00-4.00 pm.
For example, during the short period of our stay in September 1991 (which coincided
with a 100 year record dry in Queensland and the suspected onset of an El Nino event)
the consistent weather pattern was for a low cloud base and morning rain at Tabubil, but
clear skies and even overnight dry at Ningerum. The ridge-capping base of light cloud
in the intermediate area lifted rather abruptly at around 9.00 am. Welsch kept rainfall
records at Hukim, finding a distinct dry season, with 1137 mm for the month of June
1978 but only 135 mm for the month of January 1979 (1979:9). By contrast, Tabubil
generally lacks seasonality.
In terms of horticultural differences, this should be seen in significantly better soils and
more sunshine in the south, giving rise to more favourable growing conditions. This is
bolstered by the observation that the density of population is greater in the south, with
villages much closer together, than in the north. However, a counter-hypothesis is that it
is the greater abundance of sago and riverine resources in the lower-lying areas to the
south that gives the area a greater carrying capacity, and that this is not related to the
more intensive use of more productive forest fallow gardens. Arguably also, the
principal ecotone is further north, say at Ok Mani/Ok Menga, rather than in the vicinity
of the transition from Kasuwa/Alice villages. But with present data, none of these ideas
can be pursued further. The people themselves say they use all resources in the same
way all over the area and that every place yields a similar harvest for almost all crops.
This is certainly not to say that this is objectively true, that they are aware of the limits
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of their system, or that they understand its restricted capacity for intensification, a
process they will soon face in some areas. Some material differences that informants did
concede were the much better yields of Pandanus conoideus (Marita pandanus) in
Kasuwa areas and the fact that the seasonal breadfruit harvest begins early in the south
and proceeds later to the north.
Microecological differences
This said, for the individual family it is the distribution of resources within the land
available to its members that counts. Welsch (1982:3) quotes a figure of 7 persons per
square kilometre or 85 hectares of land for a family of six people among the Alice
Ningerum, based on 1978 data, a very plentiful figure in comparison with most Papua
New Guinean subsistence systems. Provincial Data System figures for the whole
Census Divisions for 1979 (NSO 1983) are even more favourable: 2.32 persons per
square kilometre, or 177 hectares of land for each of the 743 women aged in the range
18-45 years. As a consequence, overall land area per family is not an important factor in
subsistence ecology. What is far more important is the access that each village has to
each of the key land and stream types within the broad zones just discussed, namely:
ridge tops, ridge slopes, tributary streams, major watercourses, swampy valley bottoms,
and riparian flats. Beyond this, individual well-being depends on the extent to which
each of these types is available to the family of which he or she is a member. In many
comparable systems in Papua New Guinea, local communities or parishes tend to hold
strips of land which run from valley bottoms to ridge tops, thus crossing every available
zone of resources. But this does not seem to be the case in Ningerum. Informants were
clearly aware that some people own particularly good sections of river and the fishing
rights which go with them, while others have only dryland ridges and slopes to exploit.
This should be seen in marked contrast with the Star Mountains pattern where all
members of a parish have a right to hunt, gather or fish in the bush which, for parish
members, is ‘public land’ (Hyndman 1979; Welsch 1979).

Health
On a brief trip to the area, the variations in health status are just as striking as those of
ecology. Unfortunately I can do little more than amplify the comments of earlier
visitors; no systematic survey (i.e. comprising adequated sampled data collected over a
period of years) of health patterns having been carried out among the main population
of the Ningerum. At Ok Ma 11, Ningerums receive health services from the Tabubil
Health Centre and have an Aid Post run from there. Information from Drs Spicer and
Schuurkamp at Tabubil place malaria and filariasis high on the list of debilitating
diseases and which are key ingredients in a poor level of life expectancy. Aid Posts in
the southern parts of the area are Kwikim (not currently staffed), Hukim and Tengkim.
For the general Ningerum population, the two most common observations (e.g. Taukuro
et al. 1980) are that physical stature is even shorter than elsewhere in the North Fly, and
that the population has an extremely youthful age distribution. I can only second these
points. Hukim, an unusually large and well-serviced village, was notable on our visit as
being the only place in the Sub-District where old people – two men estimated to be
over 70 and one between 65 and 70 years of age – were seen. The people gave an
impression of being in exceptionally good health. Only two persons out of 74 who
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congregated at the Rest House had serious traces of grille, a ?14 year old girl and a ?35
year old man. Stature was very good by comparison with villages like Kwikim, where
no men attained 170 cm; here, this height was not uncommon. In an area where adult
women have a mean height of under 150 cm (Hyndman 1982: Table 12.16), it was
significant to me that it was at Hukim that a young woman also attained 170 cm, by my
estimation.
By contrast, the Kwikim people, their neighbours some two hours walk to the
northwest, were noticeably shorter in stature, Grille, of greater or lesser severity, was as
common in both adults and children at Kwikim (who were almost all present on our
early morning arrival) and Savepon, an hour or so to the north of Kwikim, as it was rare
at Hukim.
These remarks are, of course, merely impressions, but I am confident that were
systematic data collected, they would be corroborated.
[Ulijaszek et al. (1989) compared 295 Wopkaimin around Tabubil with 131 Ningerum
and 133 Awin adults (places of residence not known). Ningerum men averaged 158 cm
in height and 52 kg in weight; the respective figures for women were 148 cm and 41 kg.
The authors say the Ningerum and Awin ‘...are among the leanest of any population
similarly studied in Papua New Guinea’ (1989:72). Unlike other Papua New Guinea
populations, both the Ningerum and Awin samples showed a weight loss with age (for
example, the nine Ningerum women estimated to be over 40 years of age averaged only
33 kg); the authors say ‘This once more points to the dire nutritional situation of these
populations’ (1989:73, my emphasis).]

Social and political organisation
Full accounts of Ningerum society are given by Welsch (1978; 1979; 1982). In
traditional times there were no villages and the majority of the people lived in separate
homesteads. The largest settlements consisted of hamlets of two or three houses.
While this is a common enough pattern in Papua New Guinea, in Ningerum any higher
strata of political organisation, such as corporate clans or tribes, were weakly
developed.
Clan organisation
The Ningerum recognise named patrilineal groups, diun muip (‘name one’) or awatom
(Welsch 1978:8) as the local representation of what we may call clans. Welsch
(1979:24) says:
The traditional Ningerum parish was a small localized clan segment. It was a set of related people who lived and
worked om a single bounded territory, though these territories usually had internal divisions. There are about two
hundred local clan segments in Ningerum Census Division, varying in size from about five to sixty members.

A range of higher level groups is found and, on enquiry, informants will place the local
groups under their respective higher level names; for example: Daupka, Muitka, Blula,
Kimka.
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The high level names are generally not mentioned in the first instance, in marked
contrast to the segmented tribal systems of the central highlands, where men invariably
call the tribe name first and, only if pressed, mention clan and subclan names. At this
point, I cannot be sure whether all local clans do in fact belong to a higher level group,
and perhaps this is unlikely.
What we should call the two and, in some instances, three levels of groups is not clear.
Welsch speaks uniformly of ‘clans’, but applies this at times to groups like Daupka,
with many local branches, and at other times to the local branches themselves. When
distinguishing two levels, he uses ‘clans’ for the higher and ‘segments’ (occasionally
‘subclans’) for the lower. The main obstacle to greater precision lies with the fact that of
two equally sized groups in the same village, one might be a unique clan with no higher
associations, while the other might be a local branch of a bigger regional group. Since
the two would be likely to have exactly the same status locally, it is problematic to call
one a ‘clan’ and the other a ‘segment’, except when explicit referring to, say, ‘the
Konmanin segment of Daupka’.
A guide might found in the functions of the groups, but in fact these would seem to be
limited. I would suggest that a preferable terminology is phratry for the higher level
names like Daupka and Muitka and clan for the local parish groups. Phratry simply
carries the meaning of ‘a set of brother groups’ and carries no connotation of political,
i.e. tribal, solidarity. Subclan would be reserved for the internal divisions within
parishes, where present, or where the several parts of a clan are represented on separate,
but near-neighbouring, subterritories. For example:

Phratry
Blula
Blula
Blula
Blula
Blula

Clan
Avia Kim
Avia Kim
Dawantem
Ka Dikam
...

Subclan
–
Taubkwit
–
–
...

Vills.
1
1
4
2

Table 1. Terminology applicable to units of social
organisation in Ningerum.
It is certainly not the case that the clans, so defined, have a relationship of political
dependency on the regional phratries. Local clans are the primary land-holding groups
in Ningerum. Members of other clans within the same phratry have no greater
cultivation rights over a clan’s land than members of clans that are not in the same
phratry – that is, no intrinsic rights at all. Joint mobilisation for war cannot be said to be
something that is observable today (as it is readily so in the highlands), but informants
are emphatic that, in the past, fighting was between individuals or, at the most, very
small groups of people. If trouble flares up nowadays, it is dealt with by the councillors
and magistrates; it does not spread to all conceivable clanspeople related to those who
fought in the first place.
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Access to land
Primary rights to land are vested in individuals, while clans hold residual rights which
come into play when there are no individual claims on a piece of land or when the
succession to ownership is not obvious. I assume (without investigating in detail) that
other clansmen have priority in the disposal of a fellow clansman’s land, should he die
with no heir or should he stay away from the village for so long that his brothers assume
he does not want to use his land any more. It may also be the case that certain kinds of
normally unusable land have only clan, not individual, owners, such as cliffs, waterfalls
and the rocky summits of mountains (only in the north).
This said, Ningerums have no immediate difficulty in obtaining permission to make
gardens on the land of others. While informants say everyone has their own land that
they can garden, it is obvious that as the settlement system has gone from dispersed
homesteads to centralised villages so the selection of garden sites must have changed
quite considerably. It may be that people at ‘original’ villages like Hukim, Minipon and
Bikim are still able to use their own land exclusively, but this cannot be the case at the
relocated settlements like Ok Ma 11 and, in all probability, Wurimkanatgo (Kilometre
96) and Bumbin No. 2 (Kilometre 90), where in each case a small core of residents
owns the land within a radius of several hours walk from the village.
This is clearly causing problems at Ok Ma 11; as I comment in the notes in Appendix B
(see p. 18), almost total forest clearance has now occurred in the upper Mogom and
Digo Rivers on either side of the Ok Ma access road at this very heavily populated
settlement. I would suggest that it is only a matter of time before the environment
degrades and the agricultural system ceases to be able support the people of the four (or
five?) villages present. Either they will depend ever more heavily on store bought foods,
or they will respond by returning ‘home’, or at least by establishing daughter
settlements away from the most impacted area.
It does not seem likely to me that they will walk the path of intensifying the agricultural
system itself, for example, by beginning to use composted mounds. However, should
this happen, it would be a move in the direction of producing food for more people from
a smaller area, at the same time being a step towards soil conservation. Mounding in the
Mendi fashion has already become the preferred technique on the island known as Ti
Kawakwa below Ningerum Station – but it should be noted that here people are
cultivating a deep alluvial, and extremely fertile soil quite unlike the forest soils found
around Kasuwa Ningerum villages (M. Levett, pers. comm.).

Road building as an influence on settlement pattern
It is quite remarkable that in the Alice Ningerum area, although many villages have
shifted their position since the 1950s, few have moved a significant distance and most
have stayed on their own land. This is marked contrast to the situation along the
Kiunga-Ningerum section of Highway (see map, and Jackson 1977, map of ‘Village
Relocation 1965 to Present’) where Awin villages have typically moved distances of
five to fifteen kilometres and the new location quite frequently finds them camped on
the land of another village.
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The key difference seems to have been the successful use of $5,000-$10,000 RIP (Rural
Improvement Programme) grants around 1973-74 to open up the Hukim and Kolebon
roads. It may be that the density of population in the Alice Ningerum area was the
critical factor here, with villages – and reserves of labour – spaced two to four
kilometres apart, but whatever the reason the same funding was never put to such
effective use elsewhere in the Sub-District. Where allocated funds were not used, we
can still see the effects today. For example, $10,000 was approved for roadwork
between Digam and Yongtau No. 1 in 1973-74, but was probably not spent. No work
had been started by November 1973, at least, according to a patrol report (G.E.
McGrath, PR, Ningerum No. 5 of 1973-74). This makes perfect sense in terms of the
current settlement geography; the villages that this road would have served are ‘old’
Wogam, Wuwungo, Kwakwi and Yongtau No. 1. The first three have now relocated to
a ‘new’ Wogam site on the Kolebon road (which was built) while Yongtau No. 1 has
relocated to Kolebon.
A point which may or may not be valid – raised by the OIC at Ningerum – is that under
the terms of RIP funding, rates of pay for village labour were set at rather low levels.
This may not have been a problem in 1973, but it is perceived that the better wages
earned at Tabubil or on construction projects between Kiunga and Tabubil have since
undermined the people’s enthusiasm to do spade work for such low pay. Whether this is
true or not, the legacy of the RIP grants was the establishment in the southern part of
Ningerum, but not in North or West Awin, of an inter-village network of clean road
benches. That few, if any, vehicles have ever travelled on these roads is unimportant;
their usefulness has been to secure the permanency of schools, at Tengkim and
Kolebon, Aid Posts, at Hukim and Tengkim, to enable villagers, teachers, APOs and
patrol officers alike to come and go without hardship, and to make it comparatively
easy to supply various of the villages with water tanks and roofing sheets. Where this
did not happen, the experience is that villagers simply walked out of the bush and joined
the village most closely related to them that was on a road.
Ok Ma 11
In contrast to the stable settlement pattern of the Alice Ningerum, the situation among
Kasuwa Ningerum closely resembles that of the Awin, the distribution of whose
villages has changed markedly since the 1960s (discussed below, p. 21). The density of
population of the Kasuwa is much lower than among the Alice, with villages typically
five to eight kilometres apart. The small scattered population in the extreme northwest
has the least stable pattern of residence. People here probably maintain several house
sites, moving between them according to the garden season and making occasionally
stays at one of the bigger villages to the south or east.
The Kasuwa area has no planned rural roads at all. Instead, it has inherited the Ok Ma
dam access road from OTML, which now have no need for it. This road, together with
the bridge linking it with Tabubil (the ‘lower Ok Tedi bridge’), has revolutionised
access to services for the Kasuwa. The villages of Derongo, Duombonkim, Nioksikwi,
Boliwogam and Ok Tidetau have all moved to a very large settlement known as Ok Ma
11 near the former construction camp area (i.e. at Kilometre 11 on the Ok Ma
construction road). Here they have a school and Aid Post and easy access to Tabubil for
the first time. In former times, schooling and treatment for simple ailments and injuries
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was impossible at home, while the Ok Tedi river would have been a perpetual hazard
for eastward-bound travellers.
In general, the inhabitants of Ok Ma 11 seemed quite happy with their situation, but
visual inspection from the air shows a heavy environmental cost – almost total
clearance of the forest on the lower slopes of Mt Tricia (Avio) in the Ok Digo and Ok
Mogom valleys. As it seems unlikely that the Ok Ma 11 settlers will easily adopt a more
intensive gardening strategy, involving soil tillage or mounding, the predictable result
will be exhaustion of the surrounding area and increasing dependence on store bought
foods (most of these groups are still receiving lease payments).
I heard a suggestion that the lower Ok Tedi bridge might be removed for use lower
down the river; however, this would be a mistake of the highest order. The people now
making good use of the Ok Ma road and the bridge would be completely stranded and
would lose in a short time the meagre developmental gains they have so far achieved. I
suggest below what might be done instead.
[It is possible, perhaps likely, that the lower Ok Tedi bridge will succumb sooner or
later to riverbed aggradation and/or the undermining of the concrete piers by river
action. (In one forecast, which thankfully did not eventuate, landslip material being
moved down the river would have seen the bridge buried under several metres of
sediment by 1992.) If this does occur, it will be a priority to find a replacement, as the
Ok Ma people, if denied road access, would lose in a short time the meagre
developmental gains they have so far achieved.]
Improvements to the Hukim, Kolebon and Ok Ma roads
In the absence of publicised plans originating with provincial authorities (no Special
Support Grant project requests, apparently listed and remitted from Ningerum to Kiunga
in the first quarter of 1991, had been actioned by the time of fieldwork), it is difficult to
know what new infrastructure is under consideration for the Ningerum Census Division.
I need not hesitate, however, to suggest road improvement projects, on the grounds of
the immediate and positive developmental effects they would predictably have.
Foremost is the need to replace the old pontoon across the Alice just above Ningerum.
This was washed away in a ‘tide’ in August 1991, recovered by OTML from Alice
Farm and taken to Tabubil for repairs. All informants in Alice Ningerum villages
confidently expected a bridge ‘one day’, and indeed this is the obvious solution, when
the engineering problems of building one can be solved. (They did not specify an
expected source of funds, since they had obviously wanted a bridge since the day they
started their own road work in the early 1970s.) Bridging at the pontoon site would give
immediate access to Wogam, Kolebon and the villages that have move to reside with
them. The Hukim road requires that a further bridge, or possibly a causeway, be built
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across the Ok Taub near Dikam. Conversations I had with OTML Public Affairs staff
suggested some of things are mooted.7
It is my new suggestion is that once properly linked to Ningerum station, the Hukim
road be extended northwards along its ridge to the actual or former settlements of
Bulipkawok, Bankim No. 1, Derongo and Kumkwit. A Bailey bridge across the Ok Ma
and an extension of the road up a ridge the other side of the Ok Ma would meet this at a
place noted as Mt Bamun on the topographic map. Ridges lead south from here to old
Nioksikwi and Duombonkim. The road bench along the proposed route may already
exist in places and, where it does not, there are no valleys to cross or rivers to bridge,
with the exception of the Ok Ma itself (see End Map).
This project would (a) allow many of the present Ok Ma settlers to return to their own
lands and village sites, reducing the agricultural impact at Ok Ma 11 and the likelihood
of future social disputes, yet (b) still allow good access to services and markets via the
Ok Ma road. The whole concept should be viewed in the context of the upgrading of
district infrastructure and in conjunction with plans to extend and upgrade feeder roads
in the Awin census divisions (discussion below, p. 24).
It would be reasonable to think that the Special Support Grant monies would be among
the first sources.of funding to investigate for road building. Bridging, however, might
be a task that OTML could effectively assist with.8
Out of this I make my first recommendation:
Recommendation 1a:
Road access is vital across the whole area. A feasibility study is required to evaluate
the costs and engineering problems of completing the road /bridge network across
the Ningerum Census Division. It is seen as particularly important to extend access
to Kasuwa Ningerum villages from Ok Ma 11; work should begin as soon as possible
to forestall social problems caused by overcrowding there.

7

[The Ningerum pontoon crossing had indeed been selected by 1992 as the preferred site for a suspension bridge
across the Alice from a selection of five. A North Fly Local Government Councils feasibility study previously
unknown to me (Cardno and Davies 1989) set out plans and costings for three-span girder bridges at these sites.
The bridging project is a joint venture between OTML and the Works Department, but in mid-1992 was being
stalled by a compensation claim.]

8

[The 1992 Fly River Provincial Government budget allocates in excess of K100,000 for ‘road maintenance’ in
Ningerum Census Division. At the time of writing I cannot say what this is for in the absence of a
complementary allocation for the construction of the bridge.]
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CHAPTER 4
NORTH AND WEST AWIN CENSUS DIVISIONS

Background
The two Census Divisions of North and West Awin lie to the east of the Alice River
(see list of villages in Appendix A, p. 45; see map). The dominating geographic factor is
the Kiunga-Tabubil Highway, which cuts through West Awin and parallels the Alice
north of Ningerum Station through North Awin. The history of contact and early
dealings with the government is essentially the same as recounted for Ningerum.
Following the patrols of Austen and Logan, there seems to have been a hiatus until the
1950s when regular patrolling began. No Awin villages were contacted by the Dutch,
however.
The topography of North Awin Census Division is very similar to that of Ningerum.
Low ridges divide up the area from the limestone bluff that forms a southern scarp of
the Hindenburg Range south to the swamps of the Wai Mari (Ok Mart) just south of
Ningerum Station. In the north, the Ok Menga is ostensibly the boundary between
Faiwolmin and Awin land, but in practice it is likely that much of the area north and
northeast of Sisimakam was a no-man’s-land and was used for hunting by both peoples
(J. Ransley, pers. comm.)
Economic development proved problematic well into the 1970s. Little rubber was
planted north of Rumginae (in South Awin CD), and though lowland coffee might have
been a suitable crop, it was (or became) DASF policy not to plant it in a quarantine zone
running along the border. Chillies were planted in some places, but no buying system
was established to match the initial efforts of growers (E.W. Kaney, PR, Ok Tedi No. 4
of 1979). I saw one bush at Savepon in Ningerum CD.
Little or no cash is generated in these villages to the present day; almost all income
being in the form of remittances from relatives employed in Tabubil or returns on
personal savings accumulated while working for OTML. Indeed there seems to be a
distinct pattern of short-term employment at the mine, with almost all Awins with some
education having found work at some stage, but typically ‘resigning’ (in all probability
getting their cards for absenteeism) to do ‘business’ along the Highway or at Ningerum
station. This is not to say that there have been any objective business successes in the
area, but petrol sales and ‘workshops’ look promising. For example, there was talk of a
franchise for a proper petrol station being obtained on land classed for ‘light industrial’
use adjacent to Ningerum Station.

Road building
Only small amounts of money were made available in the early 1970s for capital works
– this did not include sufficient RIP grant money such as enabled the building of the
Hukim and Kolebon roads in Ningerum Census Division. At least, such feeder roads as
were started have fallen into disrepair and/or the much greater distances between
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villages put the task effectively beyond the resources available. The usefulness of roads,
in the absence of much economic activity in the area, could not be foreseen. In 1973,
when $10,000 was allocated for construction of a road between Ralengre and Haewenai,
in North Awin), the ADC at Daru wrote that,
the true purpose of this road escapes me, but the project can be viewed as an attempt to inject some cash into an
economically depressed area (G.E. McGrath, 14 November 1973, Station correspondence).

Unfortunately, if the Haewenai road was meant to push north to link up with a feeder
road south from Sisimakam via Ketimoknai and Brunai, this never happened. The socalled ‘pioneer road’, now the Kiunga-Tabubil Highway, was the major piece of
infrastructure planned in the 1970s. The sections north of Ningerum were apparently
marked out with star pickets by Kennecott around 1971 and most North Awin villages
realigned themselves along the route. However, to the south of Ningerum villages
relocated even earlier:
Almost every settlement in the southernmost parts of North Awin and the north of South Awin moved to the
suspected alignment of the Kiunga-Rumginae road by 1968 ... a total of 14 villages was involved, resettling in 8
new villages (Jackson 1977:77).

By 1980 the route north of Ningerum was more or less fixed (V. Ruruga, PR, Ningerum
No. 1 of 1980) and the road was built by Bechtel soon afterwards. The effect of the road
is the key the settlement geography of these census divisions: little of the population
now remains in the bush, such that the present distribution of population is quite unlike
that which would have existed traditionally. In the meantime, work on the feeder roads
that might have kept people ‘at home’ has not proceeded.9

Village relocation and the Highway
Informants give several reasons for moving their villages from the bush to the Highway.
The first is that ‘the government’ needs people in one place. This seems to accompany
an implicit feeling that living in scattered hamlets is somehow ‘backward’. However, if
pressed, secondary reasons are given, such as the need to be near schools and the
Ningerum Health Centre. These, by contrast, are excellent reasons and are a reflection
on the poor delivery of services to rural dwellers here. At the relocated West Awin
villages of Pampenai and Wangenai, people were more specific: the new settlement
sites (on the Highway near Hosokumgu) were not ‘villages’, they were ‘corners’, a
Western Province term for informal, dormitory settlements believed by their inhabitants
to be of a temporary nature. They were emphatic that as soon as the feeder road which

9

Item No. 37/91 in the minutes of the Council meeting held on 12 June 1991 deals with a renewed request for
national government funds to build the Sisimakam-Ralengre road, submissions in previous years having been
unsuccessful. [An amount of around K100,000 must have been spent in 1990 or 1991 as this road now extends
for 6 km to Wai Atiwe, where a Bailey bridge is needed.]
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meets the Highway at the Pampenai ‘corner’ was graded and its creeks bridged, they
would return to their own land.10
Patrol reports show that kiaps were the last people to encourage people to move into
centralised villages. On the Ningerum side, for example:
[a few councillors] ... try to win authority by their attempts to grease up smaller villages to abandon the villages
to form larger villages. They do this and tell the people that ... the government does not want small villages
therefore you have to leave your village and join me (E.W. Kaney, PR, Ok Tedi No. 4 of 1979).

Along the Highway route, J. Ransley (pers. comm.) says that he personally told people
at each village not to relocate their settlements on the road itself, but to stay 0.5-1 km
back and build access roads out to the Highway. This advice has been widely ignored
(Sisimakam, Wurimkanatgo, Simenkia, and Hosonai are exceptions) and at Tapko in
September 1991 a man was seen building a trade store actually in the road cutting. (No
doubt he was ordered to dismantle it shortly after this as the road and a corridor on
either side is government land.)11 With settlements so close to the Highway, the large
clouds of dust raised by convoys of semi-trailers servicing Tabubil are probably going
to create health problems for the people who breathe them in (the dust might well
aggravate respiratory diseases). Also, the lack of fencing makes it quite likely that one
or more children will be run over and killed in the not too distant future – my pessimism
is based on the fact that we saw this very nearly happen ourselves.
While there might be little that OTML can do about this, it is worth drawing attention to
the fact that the dust, the considerable traffic noise, and the obvious fact that the trucks
are on their way to benefit somebody else are all contributing to an ill-focussed sense of
frustration and grievance against one particular, easily identifiable target, namely
OTML. For example, at Wurimkanatgo, men complained bitterly about various things
(mainly the effect of sand deposition on the river gardens) and roundly stated ‘Ok Tedi
kampani krungutim mipela nogut tru’, which rendered without embellishment comes
out as ‘OTML is treading us down’.
An observation is that the water tanks – in themselves eminently useful – built by the
OTML-run Fly River Development Trust have in some cases compounded the problem.
Field officers have allowed villagers to have their tanks positioned right on the road
when this is what they wanted. For instance, the tanks at Bumbin (Kilometre 90)12 and
Haidauwogam (Kilometre 104) are barely beyond the road cutting. They are ill-sited
and fail to discourage people from settling right on the Highway.

10 [I have now forced this road some 10 km to old Pampenai. Seven or so log bridges urgently need renovation, new

decking and nails, and a good deal of gravelling is required to turn it into even a ‘fair weather’ road.
Unfortunately the only 1992 allocation I can find is K10,000 for a ‘Wanginai bridge’. I presume this refers to the
half-constructed log bridge over the Wai Tipe 400 metres east of old Pampenai on the foot track to old Wanginai.
There is no point in continuing work on this until the aforementioned work is completed and inspected.]
11 [Still there, September 1992.]
12 [The tank intake pipe had been disconnected in September 1992, as a result, it is believed, of a dispute within the

village. There was talk of resiting this village.]
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Impacts and effects on Awin settlement ecology and society
This fact of the almost total relocation of North and West Awin villages is the key
difference between the present day subsistence and settlement ecology of the Ningerum
to the west of the Alice River and the Awin to the east. Where the feeder roads to the
Ningerum villages have kept most people at home, the lack of roads to the old Awin
village sites has brought their populations out onto the Highway.
We can distinguish between the ‘impacts’ and ‘effects’ of big projects. Here, the
majority of Awin villages are not impacted by OTML activities, but all feel the effects
of through the imbalance in road development. Either a village has moved off its
original site or, being on the road anyway, it has become host to communities from
further inland. As a consequence, population build-up along the Highway has caused
noticeable, but fortunately not yet severe, loss of forest cover. An increasing density of
gardens is already visible along some sections of the road in 1981 air photographs. (A
fresh set of air photographs would enable a re-evaluation of the situation.)
The potential loss of garden land along the proposed route of the Highway that was a
concern raised by the District authorities, though not for the reason discussed above (i.e.
the mass migration of people onto the route of the Highway):
Fortunately most of the gardens are near the Ok Tedi on the small flood plains ... the road if it sticks to the ridge
will cause minimal disturbance to garden lands but the unknown effect of waste dumpings into the Ok Tedi water
system may take its toll here (J. Ransley, PR, Kiunga 1A of 1980).

The latter possibility would be discounted by the future operators of the mine (e.g.
p. 29) but for some ‘Alice’ villages the impact of sediments deposited by overbank
flooding has been very heavy. In the absence of a detailed survey, supplemented with
up to date air photography, it is not possible to be much more precise. The main
affected villages above Ningerum are likely to be Hosokumgu, Awin Tamaro, Hosonai,
Simenkia, Tapko, Bumbin, Wurimkanatgo and Haidauwogam (the last three are
Ningerum villages) which all have, or had at one time, gardens on the banks of the
Alice. Inspection on the ground at Tamaro and Wurimkanatgo, plus observation from
the air suggests that these are now generally damaged by sand deposits and that the land
is no longer suitable for planting. Below Ningerum, fewer people make gardens on the
east bank until the villages of Bige and Kwiape near the confluence of the Ok Mart and
Alice; some people from Miamrae/Tipianae and Senamrae are also affected. At Bige all
the land is low-lying and garden damage is serious. (The Yonggom villages on the west
bank are known to be hard hit, but I did not visit these.)13 The problem of mine wastes
and sand deposition is taken up more fully up in the next section (from p. 28).
A second kind of impact may be predicted as follows. Where villages, such as Hosonai,
had the choice of making use of hill-slope or riverside gardens without pressure from
outsiders, the increased population using land along the Highway, i.e. ‘original’
villagers plus relocated villagers in ‘corners’ like Pampenai and Wangenai, will have
altered the range of options. This may result in the loss of garden land along the Alice

13 [Siutation now corrected.]
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being felt much more keenly than if, say, the road had been built further inland and had
drawn people away from the river. The obvious remedy here is to hasten the
construction of the inland feeder roads and bridges, where needed, in order to help
people back to their own lands (see above p. 21). To emphasise the need for roads, no
services can be improved and no primary industry extension work can be undertaken
without them. The delivery education and health services cannot be improved without
better district communications; no cash crop programmes can succeed without access to
markets.
Why exactly no funds have been released from provincial government coffers for these
projects is a puzzle. But even more curious, to my way of thinking, is that villagers –
other than those councillors who had made constant requests – were generally
indifferent to this, as if twenty years of neglect had reduced their expectations of
government to the point where they no longer looked towards it as the principal
provider of services and district infrastructure. To be sure, it is hard for any provincial
government to compete with a major mining company routinely engaged in major
engineering works, but it is for this reason that the national government has given extra
funds to the province in the form of the Special Support Grant. The alternative – that the
people should turn to the company for all their needs – is to invite an ‘East India
Company’ syndrome, where the proper role of civil government is usurped
completely.14
Out of this I add to my first recommendation:
Recommendation 1b:
There is a pressing need to speed up the construction of feeder roads in the Awin
Census Divisions. This principally means the upgrading of the ‘old patrol roads’
from (new) Pampenai to Sonai, via Siningiri, old Pampenai and old Wangenai; from
this road north to old Hiorenkia, Rumepu and old Tapko; and – a more ambitious
project – to connect up the Rumginae-Hawenai-Sisimakam road, of which some
sections only are passable. (This is the principal responsibility of the Fly River
Provincial Government; OTML, however, holds the capacity to implement.)15
Health
As in Ningerum Census Division (see p. 14), health patterns on the Awin side of the
river seemed highly variable. However, the worst extremes of Ningerum CD, seen along
the Irian Jaya border, were not apparent in the parts of North and West Awin that I
visited. It may be the case that people living in isolated villages in the east of the area
are just as badly off, but I suspect not, as the pattern among the Awin has been to move
to the Highway rather than to suffer an absolute deprivation of services in the bush.

14 [This topic will receive a greatly expanded treatment in my next report. Successive sets of budget figures show

that adequate funds are allocated but, for complex reasons I will address, substantive improvements to rural
infrastructure continue to be barely detectable.]
15 Sonai and Sinigiri lie at the eastern edge of Map 2. Rumginae and Hawenai lie to the southwest of Map 3.
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Those people now living along the Highway north of Ningerum are within easy access
of the Ningerum Health Centre, while a few fall within the 40 km catchment of the
rather better Tabubil Health Centre: basically those at Kilometre 106 at Sisimakam,
where an Aid Post will soon be established, and run from Tabubil. Those living between
Ningerum and Kiunga have a choice of the Health Sub-Centres at Matkomnai and
Haewenai, the Health Centre at Rumginae, or the hospital in Kiunga.

A cultural loss
The loss of traditional culture is a far larger and more important subject than can be
tackled briefly here. Let me, however, warn of one very specific kind of loss: that of
totemic animals that would normally inhabit the environment of the Alice, but which
are threatened or have been rendered locally extinct there.
Casual inquiries16 produced two origin stories featuring (among other things) the Alice
River (see Appendix E). One of these concerned a totemic fish named bro [the FringeLipped Mullet, Crenimugil sp., J. Tait, pers. comm. 1992]. According to the informant,
bro was already one of the casualties of environmental change in the river system. The
fish is not believed to have been economically important – in general totems cannot be
killed or eaten by the clansmen who recognise them, though they can be by members of
other clans. The loss, then, is purely a cultural one. The informant’s attitude was one of
regret and general unhappiness. I would not take this as a sign that he, or anyone else, is
bent on immediate and uncompromising retribution, but the issue should not be
dismissed lightly. Let me suggest that an Australian would feel a similar loss of identity
if a famous sporting oval were turned into a carpark, for example.
An environmental concern
A second story, related by Cllr. Bon and concerning the origin of the Mepu people, has
it that during the time of Mepu, the founder, and for four generations after him, the
Alice was said to have been completely dry. In the fifth generation, water flowed in the
river for the first time. A further five generations then elapsed before Bon was born.
(The story was accompanied by a very long genealogy by local standards.)
Bon added his punch line:
Mama bilong mipela em i wara stret. Mipela save dring susu bilong en. Tasol nau mama bilong mipela i dai.
Yumi toktok long generation pinis, bihain yumi toktok long environment sait. Environment i bagarap olgeta.

The river is our mother. We used to drink our mother’s milk. But now our mother is dead. We have talked of the
generations, now we will talk about the environment. The environment is ruined.

The not-so-hidden meaning (see the full version in Appendix E) is that there once was
an unproductive era, but that in the era of modern humans the normal state of affairs is
for natural resources to be bountiful. Nevertheless, environmental change is part of the

16 [Further work carried out on this topic in 1992.]
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way of things and if humans behave incorrectly it would not be surprising if things
reverted to the way they were.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPACTS ON THE ALICE PEOPLE

Introduction
The last part of this report concerns the impact of OTML activities on the state on the
Ok Tedi, or Alice River, between Tabubil and Konkonda, and on the people who live
along it. I wish to assess this impact from a general standpoint, using basic observations
made on the ground and reviewing some of the technical information that is to hand.
My purpose is to get some perspective on the costs of this for the people who make use,
directly or indirectly, of the river and the resources it sustains. (These are loosely the
‘Alice people’ of the recent agreements.) I will also briefly touch on what these people
were told to expect and what restorative measures might be warranted or required.
In attempting this I do not make use of privileged information, which I do not in any
case have, and I am limited by not having a sophisticated grasp of the history of
dealings between the many parties involved. These parties now form a long list:
Kennecott, the Ok Tedi Development Company, Bechtel, OTML, the Department of
Minerals and Energy, the Fly River Provincial Government, the National Government
and NEC, the National Planning Office, various villages liaison workers, previous
consultants, journalists, authors of books on the project, and so on.
Also it might be argued that the ‘Ok Tedi problem’ is beyond my brief here, but let me
argue against this. Firstly, there is an evident danger of technical work so overwhelming
non-specialist readers who come into contact with it that nothing is communicated at
all. Indeed, this is plainly true of the media handling of Ok Tedi issues – years elapse
with no commentary at all, then quite startling reports get headline treatment, then just
as suddenly the subject is dropped again. In fact this illustrates that it is not the
perfection of technical data on environmental damage, or on particulate levels in the
Fly, that is most important, but the ability to assess what this actually means in people’s
daily lives. So far, to judge from what has appeared in newspapers, and on radio and
television, the level of informed debate on mining issues in Papua New Guinea has been
woefully low.

The critical issues
The key to understanding the current situation below the mine site is that potential
environmental threats from the mine have come from several distinct sources, not one.
The principal ones fall under the following headings.
Chemical pollution
Many villagers along the Alice fear chemical contamination from the processing plants
at the mine. The objective threat diminished greatly with the exhaustion of the gold ore
capping on Mount Fubilan and the decommissioning of the gold processing circuit in
August 1988. I mention this here because village spokesmen encountered during
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fieldwork frequently alluded to the river being ‘poisoned’ by chemicals from the ore
processing plant. For example, a particularly articulate informant at one village was
convinced that the current absence of fish was due to careless discharges of mercury
and cyanide. If strongly held, his belief was nonetheless mistaken; high mercury levels
are found in Lake Murray [Kyle and Ghani 1982], but are nothing to do with mining,
and the use of cyanide (whether or not this leaked into the Ok Tedi and regardless of its
behaviour on exposure to water), ceased when the gold plant was closed in 1988. He
could have been rightly concerned about levels of dissolved copper in the water, which
evidently peaked during the gold plant years, and which continue at a much higher than
natural level. Or simply at the high level of sediment transport. Unfortunately, to the
villager, the end result appears much the same and the concept of ‘poison’, all too
pervasive in Melanesian culture, is much more easily transferred to chemical agents –
conceived of as lethal trace contaminants – than more complex environmental
interactions.
The Ok Ma dam
The building of the Ok Ma tailings dam – it was never built – would have undoubtedly
posed a severe threat to river life further down the Ok Ma. In 1983, when only
preliminary work was being carried out at the dam site, Wogam and Kolebon villagers
were complaining about ‘dirt’ in the Ok Munga, i.e. the lower section of the Ok Ma (D.
Soni, PR for Election Team 3, 1983). It may well be that the containment of tailings
would have spared the Ok Tedi – and critics are quick to seize on the abandonment of
the dam as a cynical trade-off between costs and the environment – but it is hard to see
how the Ok Ma river, another sensitive environment outside the lease areas (only the
head was/is leased), could have been preserved in a pristine condition below the dam.
At the very least, the unnatural regulation of water levels would have had a direct
impact on fish populations. It is very likely that droughts naturally cause fish numbers
to periodically crash in the very long tributary creeks in Ningerum Census Division, but
interference could have altered the natural pattern in unpredictable ways. It is my
feeling that the availability of fish in Ningerum is crucial in balancing otherwise very
starchy and protein-poor diets here – even if people are actually poor or intermittent
fishers – and we should be relieved, from the point of view of those people living below
the planned site, that no dam was built above them.
Sediment deposition
The eventual decision to dump ore process residue (i.e. finely crushed waste rock) and
overburden from the mine pit into the headwaters of the Ok Tedi has resulted in a huge
increase in suspended (fine particles that will only settle in still water, or ‘wash load’)
and saltated (coarse particles that bounce along the bottom) sediments in the river. This
is obvious from looking at the river as well as from hydrologic measurements. For
example, colour photographs of the Ok Tedi near Tabubil taken in the early 1980s show
a fast flowing, white water river such as might be found anywhere in highland Papua
New Guinea. Comparable rivers with mountainous catchments carry surges of sediment
(and turn brown) when in flood after heavy rain, often daily and certainly weekly; they
must also, but much less frequently, cope with very large, sudden influxes of landslip
material. Only in this latter case is an influx of material not accompanied by an
increased flow of water, but the expectation is that extra material will clear within a
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matter of months and the river will revert to its relatively clear state and flowing in a
clean channel. Data relevant to the amount of sediment dumped into the Ok Tedi since
the start of mining is reviewed below, but we may certainly say that, high or low water,
the river now never clears itself and as sections of channel infill, they cannot be cleaned
out by natural flows of water.
Vancouver
A major landslide occurred near Mount Fubilan in August 1989 when Vancouver Ridge
collapsed. Vancouver certainly complicates the assessment of how ‘dirty’ the Ok Tedi
has become, and I was not surprised to find that few, if any, villagers living downstream
were aware of the distinction between this natural input into the river and the discharges
of process residue and waste rock. (As noted above, most were concerned with
‘poisons’.) However, basic calculations can be made to separate the effects of these two
things, as will be seen below.

The future of the river and local understanding of it
When it was intended to build the Ok Ma tailings dam, the impact of the Ok Tedi and
Fly River system was predicted to be light or negligible. After the decision to abandon
the first site was made (a landslide occurred there on 7 January 1984), little impact was
forecast in the short term. In a simple English pamphlet issued in 1984, OTML
management said:
The Ok Tedi already has much sand (sediment) in it – approximately 5 million tonnes P.A. flow down the river.
It is estimated we will add 1.5 million tonnes per year to that figure and that it will not have any long-term
damaging effect on the environment (bush/animals/fish etc.). The only noticeable thing will be the water will
probably look a little more dirty (OTML 1984:3).

The construction deadline for a tailings dam on a new site was originally scheduled for
1985. This was postponed and the dam project was later dropped altogether, with the
result that more and more waste was discharged into the river as production switched
from the gold cap to copper. Beginning with 1.68 million tonnes in 1984, the discharge
rate went up an average of 1.5 times a year for six consecutive years before stabilising
(OTML 1988: Table 3.1). In the revised 1991-1995 plan, 25.5 million tonnes of ore
residue plus an average of 40.17 million tonnes of waste rock is expected to be put into
the river system annually (Markham 1991: Table 3.3), that is to say 65.67 million
tonnes per year or more than 40 times what had been suggested in 1984. (The figure is
also about 13 times the pre-existing natural sediment input.)
Technical analysis in the Sixth Supplemental Agreement
Formal statements concerning discharges into the Ok Tedi and their effects can be
found in the Sixth Supplemental Agreement (OTML 1988). This presents the revised
mine plan and sets out compliance procedures for waste discharge into the river system.
That the present high rates were permitted is largely due to the acceptance of a set of
computer simulations of the sediment transport in the Ok Tedi and Fly Rivers known as
OKMODEL (OTML 1988: 34ff. and Appendix A). The simulations rely on the solving
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of hydrologic equations in respect of the volume of water in the system, the mix of
particle sizes input at the mine, and the gradients of each section of river from here to
the delta. The model predictions are not difficult to grasp. A key passage is this one:
In its natural state, the Ok Tedi is a gravel-bed stream down to the vicinity of Konkonda. Slopes are sufficiently
steep to allow essentially all of the fines and the majority of the sands to pass downstream ... Deposition of sand
should commence in the vicinity of Konkonda ... During the course of deposition, the gravel-sand transition on the
river bed can be expected to migrate upstream, but due to the discontinuous slope change near Konkonda, this
migration should be limited in extent (OTML 1988: 34; my emphasis).

What this meant is that the Ok Tedi would flow fast enough to wash sand-sized (not
stated, but probably 0.1-2.0 mm) sediment past Konkonda. Only coarser gravels (that is,
gravel and pebbles larger than 2.0 mm) would be deposited in the reach from Tabubil to
Konkonda. All the same, considerable aggradation of the river bed could be expected: a
maximum of six metres along the Tapko-Ningerum section of the Ok Tedi, for example.
Unfortunately, the model says nothing about changes in the flooding behaviour of the
river. The accompanying commentary does not consider how the river might behave
when the bed is six metres higher but the banks, presumably, remain where they are. In
practice – and villagers can explain this without difficulty because it has already
happened – the normal channel infills so much that during floods the banks overflow
and thick deposits of sand are left behind. This contrasts markedly with the natural
pattern in which only fine alluvium is deposited when the river ‘runs a banker’. It is this
alluvium which forms a deep soil highly suitable for cultivation.
Lest it be thought that Vancouver is or will be responsible for most of the observed
dumping of waste into the Ok Tedi – and thus that mine wastes are not the cause of the
damage – it is worth considering the following data:

Year
1989

Vancouver
69.6 Mt/a

Mine Waste
59.25 Mt/a

1990

31.7 Mt/a

51.15 Mt/a

1991

13.8 Mt/a

65.65 Mt/a

1992

4.4 Mt/a

65.76 Mt/a

Cumulative

119.5 Mt

241.81 Mt

Table 2.

Comparison of scheduled inputs from Vancouver slide
and process residue plus overburden from mine
(OTML 1988: Tables 3.2, 3.4; Markham 1991: Table
3.2).

A subtraction is made of the Vancouver component in calculations related to
compliance with the Accepted Particulate Level (APL) at Nukumba on the Fly River,
and we may equally well expect that differing proportions of Vancouver and mine waste
will be found in an overbank dump at any particular place between Tabubil and
Konkonda because of the different nature of each type of material. On the other hand, to
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my knowledge no attempt has yet been made to physically or chemically discriminate
between the two at any place where damage has occurred. But even if this were done,
the motives for expending effort trying to absolve one or the other from blame would be
questionable, since the effect is obviously cumulative.
At all events, the threat to the river from Vancouver is set to decline to a residual level
from 1992 (according to these figures) and, with the focus on APL compliance and fish
catches further down the system, little attention is paid in the last round of reports to the
state of the Alice, which is of principal interest here.
Local awareness of the mine plan and threats to the environment
As already noted, environmental worries at the village level tend to focus on the idea of
chemical pollution. Of course, this is an idea easily grasped by the public at large in
Papua New Guinea – and overseas too – but it has the unfortunate consequence of
deflecting attention away from the more significant problems caused by non-toxic mine
wastes and the harder-to-grasp dynamics of the river and its heavy sediment load.
As to the current mine plan, or an understanding of what will happen at the end of the
mine life and beyond, I found very little knowledge in the villages. I did not find anyone
who was clear about the effects of waste deposition in the river. I did not even attempt
to gauge reaction to the idea that the metres of aggradation predicted by OKMODEL
would persist for many decades. The concept that the Alice people and OTML might be
in a long term partnership to work the mine, accepting costs and benefits in equal
measure, was not on anybody’s lips. This situation is not good for any party, and there
is an obvious imbalance between well-briefed officials in Waigani and Tabubil, on the
one hand, and ill-lettered councillors and village komitis in the bush, on the other. Only
a concerted effort on the part of all concerned will raise the level of informed discussion
among villagers of the current direction of the OK Tedi project, its problems and,
indeed, what their rights are.
Recommendation 2:
A concerted effort should be made to foster a far higher level of informed discussion
among villagers of the current direction of the OK Tedi project, its problems, and
what their rights are. Clear, illustrated information booklets are needed together
with video presentations. Both DME and OTML have the expertise to produce
technical material for these, but other relevant government departments can and
should be involved.
Impacts to date on the environment of the Alice people
The last four years of heavy waste discharge into the river, together with the
diminishing contribution of Vancouver, have had a substantial effect on the Upper Alice
between Tabubil and Konkonda.
Sand deposition
The environmental impacts of sand deposition on the banks of the Alice are now severe.
Information appears not to be at hand for the frequency and distribution of overbank
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floods, but major events appear to take place once every few months. Not every section
of bank at risk from flooding has sand dumped on it at any one time, but an average
coverage of perhaps 50 cm is typical of affected areas. Heavier drifts are common,
especially around trees (see Plate 1).17 The volume of material is substantial; an even 10
cm coverage implies (at a specific gravity of 1.5) 150 kg/m2 or 1500 tonnes/hectare, a
20 cm coverage 300 kg/m2 or 3000 tonnes/hectare, and so on.
The effects on natural vegetation is to kill trees the effect of waterlogging, brief as it
may be, cutting off the supply of oxygen to the roots [Duff 1992].
Two cases of damage from sand deposition are examined below.
Loss of fauna and flora
In general, the effects on riverine fauna is unquantified; we may expect a loss of habitat
for bank-living animals: mainly reptiles (i.e. turtles and a small population of
crocodiles) and crustaceans. However, heavy sediment loads may have effects on both
the diversity of fish species present in a river system and their biomass, independently
of chemical pollutants and whether or not particular species are well or poorly adapted
to life in ‘dirty’ water. For example, the growth of plants and organisms like
invertebrates eaten by fish will be greatly reduced when light cannot penetrate the
water. If fish normally move in and out of the backswamps to spawn, this will cease if
that habitat is infilled with sediment and its other pond life destroyed (J. Menzies, pers.
comm.).
The effects of animals higher up the food chain are may be more cosmetic than
biologically critical. Apparently the Brahminy kite (Haliastur indus) has diminished in
numbers along stretches of the river and its tributary creeks (Kirsch 1989); this may
well be so, but since the bird is in plague proportions in other parts of its range, this is
unlikely to be serious (there is also no evidence that it represents a decline in absolute
numbers).
Vegetational changes will be of two types, but are as yet under-reported. The immediate
death of trees and other plants growing within a hundred metres of the banks,18 as
briefly discussed already, is already obvious and will continue. More difficult to
evaluate in the longer term will be the effects on backswamps fed by the river and
harbouring both natural vegetational communities and stands of economic species such
as sago. This second kind of damage will be of major concern in the Fly River plain;
only the southernmost edge of the present study area intrudes into this.19

17 [Of the Dome-Konkonda area, Duff (1992:1) reports: ‘... sediment depths in some place in excess of 2 metres’

and ‘... in excess of 1 metre at sites 100 m from the edge of the bank’.]
18 [Vegetation is now affected up to 2 km from the bank at a bad spot south of Dome.]
19 [Continued monitoring by OTML in the Middle Fly shows that this effect has been minor so far.]
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Impacts on gardens and the question of compensation for losses
Subsistence cultivators living along the river from Haidauwogam to Konkonda find
much the best growing conditions in the riparian gardens. Sand deposition occasions
actual and drastic loss of growing subsistence and cash crops (a man at Tapko
complained that he had lost 332 cocoa seedlings). In most places, people can use the
alternative of hill slope swidden gardens, but they complain (see under Wurimkanatgo,
Appendix B, p. 59) that crops either do not grow adequately on the slopes to make
planting worthwhile (taro, yam, corn, pumpkin, watermelon) or give poor yields (sweet
potato, peanuts, pawpaw, Xanthosoma taro). This assessment is backed by objective
measurement. The hill slope soils are described as some of the poorest in the country,
with rapid chemical weathering and intense leaching making for soils of ‘low fertility
and limited land use potential’ (Hollingsworth 1981:9). By comparison the ‘young’
terraces along the Alice have good to exceptionally high yielding alluvial soils, as trials
at ‘Alice Farm’, a DPI project just below Ningerum Station, bore out (M. Levett, pers.
comm.). Against this, the degree of reliance on gardens on each type of soil is a
complete unknown, both before the construction of the Highway (and hence the
beginning of disruption to ‘normal’ settlement patterns) and now.
Up to the present, no compensation has been paid out to any garden owner or clan
members for damage to land, crops or any other terrestrial or riverine resources as a
result of sand deposition. Indeed, no liability has yet been admitted for any of these
things as far as I know.20 But as should be clear from my review above, the time for
disputing these things is now past, given the published estimates of the quantities of
material entering the river from the mine compared with other sources.
Actual crop losses at particular places can be given very specific valuations, according
to a scale of compensation already generally applied by the Valuer General. However,
no similar scale exists to solve the problem of placing objective value on the writing-off
of the land itself; this must be done by finding a political solution.
It would be ideal if I could now present quantified evidence of the scale and severity of
the damage to gardens, but this is beyond my means in the time available. As a stopgap
measure I present two cases in a more approximate and impressionistic way.
The case of Bige village
A flood in mid-August 1991 at Bige, close to Konkonda above the Ok Mart junction
(south of Map 3) washed across a hectare or so of gardens and deposited substantial
amounts of sand-sized sediment on top of the alluvial soil. I visited Bige by road on 10
September and did a brief aerial inspection by helicopter on 26 September. Cllr. Russel
Waiduma from Bige and Pastor Phyau Grepure from Senamrae, on the Ok Mart, also
came in the helicopter.

20 [This statement requires qualification. Following a high flood in July 1990, 52 compensation claims were

investigated at Wurimkanatgo, one at Bumbin, nine at Migalsimbip and sixteen at Wangbin. The Mining
Warden’s judgement on this matter is dated 22 June 1992 and arrived in Tabubil by fax on 6 July 1992. Sums
averaging K300-K350 were paid to the Wurimkanatgo claimants on 5 August 1992, this being the first payment
of compensation for flood damage in the Ningerum Local Government Council area. A policy decision to allow
such claims – and de facto to admit liability – was made at some time between October 1990 and July 1991.]
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As shown in photographs, the flood and its dump of sand laid waste to the ground level
crops and, though leaving crops like banana, corn and sugar temporarily still standing,
these were either dead or in the process of dying off (Plates 2-4). Only bananas were
apparently still alive, but the Bige villagers had written off everything within the
gardened area. In my opinion, there was a real risk of food shortage here for some
families, as the option of utilising hill slope gardens, available to most Alice villages, is
not open to the people of Bige. Sago was obviously available as a back up for garden
produce, but in the longer term the backswamps where this is grown may also be
affected by sedimentation.
Just how much this loss should be valued at requires accurate information on what
exactly was planted, what area was involved, and what was lost. According to the most
up-to-date rates issued by the Valuer General (1988), mature sugarcane is valued at
K1.30 per plant, taro at K2.00 and banana at K3.00. At this rate, a hectare of devastation
such as this would probably be technically valued at some thousands of Kina.
In addition to gardens, substantial areas of river bank forest had been inundated,
presumably also in the same August flood. In an area I inspected, the sand/silt layer
was, at a rough estimate, uniformly 20 cm thick. Around the root buttresses of trees this
depth increased to [at least] 40 cm [see Duff 1992]. From the air, it was possible to see
that the dumped material went some tens of metres from the river and, as a result, the
trees were dying back in large patches (Plates 1, 5-6).
The case of ‘Alice Farm’
The portion of government land below Ningerum station known as ‘Alice Farm’
contains a DPI nursery and food crop trialling site, and the food gardens of many station
people as well as nearby villagers. The local name is Ti Kawakwa (i.e. from ‘Ok/Wai
Ti’, the correct name for the ‘Ok Tedi’ here). Air photography taken on 4 December
1981 (‘Ok Tedi Project No. 2’, Run 22, Roll 627, Frame 5985) shows an incipient
channel cutting through the terrace; by the time of fieldwork this was a main channel of
the Alice and the western part of the area had become a new island. (The two halves of
Ti Kawakwa are shown as Nos. 1 and 2 in Fig. 2). Both sides of the channel were
heavily gardened, with the dominant crop being mounded sweet potato. Banana and
sugarcane were secondary. Taro was absent or unimportant.
During the flooding in August 1991, mentioned above, the Alice burst its banks and
turned sharply left below the Ningerum airstrip to pour across Alice Farm (Fig. 2; Plate
7). As the photographs show, the damage was heavy on islet21 No. 2, both sand and
loose timber being dumped over the crops (Plate 8). Close to the course of the flood, the
damage was total; further away, it was partial; in the areas least affected, sand build up
was restricted to the lee sides of sweet potato mounds. I walked across both islets on 18
September and returned for a more detailed look on 26 September. Unfortunately, on
the second occasion, it was not possible to cross safely to the No. 1 islet from the station
because of the fast current.

21 [I call this an islet as the Ok Tedi has now scoured a channel through to the small Ok Taviblad creek. However,

prior to the flood damage it was a riverbank flat.]
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Some impression of the intensive nature of cultivation at Ti Kawakwa/Alice Farm as a
whole is given by Plates 9 and 10, which show undamaged portions of the No. 1 islet
with very little bush and closely-spaced sweet potato mounds set in small, hedged
fields. [Excellent aerial shots in colour taken in June and October 1987 and clearly
showing the gardens on Alice Farm prior to flood damage are Plates 9 and 10 in Ok
Tedi Mining Limited 1987.]
As before, an estimate of the damage can be calculated in round terms. To construct
Figure 2, I have fitted a digitised tracing of the 1981 Frame 5985 air photograph to
notable points on the ground (a sharp elbow in Ok Taub, the centre of the airstrip)
already stored to scale as part of the digitised AutoCAD file for Maps 1-3. Using the
‘area’ function in AutoCAD, the No. 1 and No. 2 islets of Alice Farm proved to
comprise approximately 18.6 and 26.4 hectares of land respectively. In the August 1991
flood, islet No.1 suffered some damage from sand deposition, but the entire surface of
islet No. 2 (barring small corners) was affected. In the absence of recent air
photography, it is hard to be precise how much of islet No. 2 was in use; a guess is that
10 hectares were under intensive sweet potato mounding. In one part of the land that
was not affected by the flood, 81 mounds were found in a 10 m x 10 m square.
Nominally this is 8100 mounds/hectare, but allowing for wasted space a realistic figure
might be 5000 mounds/hectare. The Valuer General’s rate for matured sweet potato is
K2.00 per mound, giving a value of K10,000 per hectare of mature crop. Another way
of looking at it is to take a yield estimate of 15 tonnes per hectare. To be worth
K10,000, this harvest would have to fetch a market price of 66t a kilo.
It may be objected that sweet potato is not worth this much at Ningerum but, having
been destroyed, its owners will logically have to purchase something else. Little is
available here at a discounted price. It may also be noted that the Porgera Joint Venture
Partners have set their own, higher scale of compensation out in an agreement with the
Porgera landowners; mounded sweet potato is valued at K2.00 a mound for new
plantings, K4.00 a mound for growing plants and K6.00 a mound for mature plants
(Placer 1988; but note that Enga mounds on flat ground are larger than those made at
Alice Farm, where 5-6 plants were grown per mound). We can thus say without
hesitation that the 10 hectares of crops destroyed have a compensation value measured
in (many) tens of thousands of Kina.
A side issue is that the damage I saw at Alice Farm occurred on government land – the
question of land investigations to determine primary ownership does not arise in the
normal sense (the individual gardeners, of course, could be determined by a garden
census). Depending on how you view the matter, this may make Alice Farm into
something of a test case. Is liability admitted for the damage sustained to gardens
feeding station dwellers? Can the land be rehabilitated? Can a flood wall be built to
prevent recurrence?
In respect of the last two, I believe that the sand could be scraped off with a grader and
that rock barriers between Points A and B below the airstrip could indeed be designed
to offer some protection against future inundations.
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Figure 2 The layout of Ningerum Station and Alice Farm in relation to
the overbank flooding of August 1991. Note also the damage to
gardened island at Ningerum Tamaro and the areas of damage
to forest opposite the airstrip.
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Conclusions
The infilling of the river channel of the Alice and consequent flooding and deposition of
sand and silt over its banks on land used by human populations downstream of the
Mining Lease areas is the key impact of the project in the study area. Further points are
as follows:
•

This impact is serious now and is not expected to ease, on present mine plans, for
the remainder of this century

•

The ratio of mine wastes to landslip and other ‘natural’ inputs in the headwaters
of the river system will be about 7:1 in 1992 and rising thereafter (assuming no
further slip on the scale of Vancouver).22

•

Systematic investigations of overbank flooding and field surveys of areas affected
by sand deposition have yet to be made. [Duff (1992) reports three days of field
visits to affected areas. The extent of damage remains to be systematically
surveyed and assessed.]

•

No compensation has been paid to villagers for flood/sand deposit damage; no
liability has been admitted.23

Finding solutions to the problem of impact outside the Mining Leases is a political task
and the above issues must be properly addressed in negotiations with representatives
from the area, from the various tiers of government, and from the parties representing
OTML.
However, in preparation for this, a range of technical questions must be resolved. These
centre on the physical measures that may be taken to clean up affected sections of the
Alice and the engineering works that can be undertaken to prevent particularly
vulnerable portions of land safe from flooding and sand deposition in the future. It
would make a great deal of sense to use the government land at Alice Farm as a test of
this; access is very good and neither the ownership nor the severity of impact are in
doubt.
Further, a thorough review of agricultural conditions along the Alice, and inland from
the Alice, is now needed, including a field survey to comprehensively map the areas of
land (a) already lost to sand deposition, (b) under imminent threat, and (c) at risk if no
corrective measures are taken.
This leads me to my third recommendation:
Recommendation 3:
Negotiations should be held, between appropriate parties, to establish what liability
the Ok Tedi project should bear for sand deposition along the banks of the Alice,

22 All mine wastes, 65.76 Mt/a; Vancouver, 4.4 Mt/a; ‘natural’ inputs, 5 Mt/a.
23 [See above, footnote 20]
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with a view to agreement on a formal scale of compensation. Measures to
rehabilitate land already damaged should be tested, and the means of safeguarding
from future depositions designed and demonstrated. As soon as possible, a soil
scientist and/or agronomist with closely relevant experience should be called to
assist in designing a programme of garden rehabilitation. (This is the principal
responsibility of OTML; DME and District Services must also commit time and
resources.)
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CHAPTER 6
FURTHER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

The provision of general services
A theme I have returned to at many points in this report is that the delivery of
government services to the people of the Ningerum Sub-District falls well short of what
is required. It is easy to focus on the problems of the so-called Alice people, when in
reality the bulk of population of this area is not based on the river and its culture is not
one of river adaptation. Viewing the impacts along the Alice, then, is simply to look at
certain narrow difficulties isolated from the more general developmental problems of
the area.
I have already placed heavy emphasis on the distortions caused by the imbalanced
distribution of roads – not one of which, I hasten to add, has been provided by a postIndependence government.24 I re-emphasise that no services, however high a priority,
will be delivered without improved access to villages. Without roads, other schemes,
such as youth programmes, women’s groups, cash crop extension work and so on will
merely help people to keep busy while standing still or, indeed, going backwards, as is
only too evident in some places. (It is hard to escape the conclusion that villagers in
distant corners of the area, such as at Kwikim and Savepon near the Irian Jaya border
are living in another century.)

Health and nutrition
As discussed (pp. 13-14, 24), health patterns remain poor throughout the area, by Papua
New Guinea standards. A few villages in the north receive OTML-sponsored medical
services from Tabubil; the rest fall in the catchment of Ningerum Health Centre or are
given service from Aid Posts and Health Sub-Centres run by either ECP hospital at
Rumginae or the Montfort Catholic Mission.
The key threats are malaria and, particularly in Ningerum, filariasis. What proportion of
women receive birth assistance from trained health workers is unknown, but where
travel is not difficult women are likely to go to Ningerum or Tabubil to give birth,
otherwise not (we saw a woman at the full term of her pregnancy walking
unaccompanied from either Tengkim or Wombom to Ningerum). In outlying areas of
Ningerum Census Division, there is no reasonable evidence that health patterns have
improved since the early 1970s when a sparse network of Aid Posts was established.
I would add to this that nutrition is problematic, but underinvestigated, throughout the
area. It is my feeling that the differing balances of fish, sago and regular garden crops

24 [In 1992, I did find feeder roads that were paid for out of district funds. However, a large part of funding

allocations in that year were made to villages in remote locations, e.g. west of the Ok Tedi, not connected to the
vehicular road network.]
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found across the area may be responsible for the large observed variations in stature and
well-being among neighbouring villages. At this stage, I cannot cite hard data to support
this; I believe it is a hypothesis that would repay investigation.
[Further discussions in 1992 with Drs Spicer and Schuurkamp at Tabubil, and
Fitzmaurice at Rumginae, confirmed the fact that a consistent system of health reporting
does not exist for the hospital and health centre catchments of North Fly. In the absence
of reliable statistics, the relative state of health and the key factors in the poor health
status and life expectancy of North Fly people as a whole cannot readily be assessed
other than anecdotally or by examining self-selecting samples of the wider population.
However, the basic conclusion is that in some respects and in some places, health
services have shown marked improvement, e.g. among Star Mountains mothers and
children with ready access to Tabubil (Spicer 1991:3), but that in the case of places
several hours travelling time from medical facilities or where these facilities are failing
to mount immunisation programmes and mobile clinics (Spicer 1991:6) health delivery
is not better than it was a couple of decades ago.]
I make my fourth recommendation along these lines:
Recommendation 4:
Steps should be taken to upgrade health services outside the 40 km catchment of the
OTML-run Health Centre. This should focus on (a) identifying the key factors in the
poor life expectancy of this area and (b) in the reduction of life-threatening health
risks. OTML would be wise to sponsor further health work along the Alice River,
while the province should use its own funds to patrol more effectively away from it. A
nutrition study is also urgently needed. It is recommended that a medical or
ecological anthropologist, ideally a PhD student, be attracted for this work, by the
offer of partial financial support and/or access to facilities.
District planning
Planning for community development and the capacity to implement decisions
continues to be weak in the Kiunga Sub-Province as a whole. As in many provinces,
distance to and from the (sub-)provincial town and poorly organised communications
distracts staff from their main tasks, which are to service the immediate area where they
are based and to feed first hand information back to the administrative centre, which
should then digest this and plan effectively.
While I commented above on the short life of the earlier project to monitor the
socioeconomic effects of the Ok Tedi project (p. 5), it is even more regrettable that no
provincially based unit has run with the same ball in order to create an effective
planning capability. The information gathering capability of the province remains weak.
It is arguably the case that the provincial government has not had in the past the funding
for more ambitious programmes, but with the advent of Special Support Grant funds
since 1990, this is no longer an excuse. It is now a sore point that provincial authorities
seemed unwilling, or perhaps unable, to spend these funds, even though they now
amount to many millions of Kina (see Appendix F).
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The Special Support Grant
The details (Papua New Guinea 1991a) are that the SSG would be worked out on the
basis of 1% of the export value of production from Ok Tedi. Villagers designated as
‘Highway People’ would be due a 10% share and those designated as ‘Alice People’
would be due a 20% share of this money.25 The ‘Alice’ for this purpose was defined as
being from Tabubil to the D’Albertis Junction (Alice-Fly confluence). The 1990 SSG
amounted to K3 m and the 1991 allocation to K5.1 m (Appendix F).
Recommendation 5:
A good deal more effort is needed from all agencies to streamline the delivery of
services in the rural areas and to improve the capacity for social planning in
districts. (The formal responsibility rests with the provincial authorities, but DME
Project Liaison and OTML, through Public Affairs and Environment Department,
are in a position to offer support — indeed, this report is an example of information
gathering and analysis.)
Impacts on culture
Cultural activities
Cultural activities in the Ningerum Sub-District appear to be taking a back seat. No
doubt dance traditions are alive and well, but knowledge of other things, such as
ownership of traditional material culture items, was, I found, patchy. A problem that
should not be underestimated is that there are few genuinely old people. For example, in
many of the villages it is rare for children to have living grandparents to teach them
things. Unlike the situation in many other provinces, or even by comparison with other
parts of Western Province, proportionately few people recall a more traditional life
before the Pacific War.
Against this, the people themselves currently seem happy with Church activities and
sport (N.B. there is no cultural house or centre in the area that I know of). The danger
here is that without a cultural focus, and having experienced many social changes over a
short period of time, they will fall into a state of cultural illiteracy that will later show
up in a rejection, not just of ‘Culture’, but also of traditional patterns of leadership, a
settled way of life in the village and so on.
Some thought is required to promote cultural events and interest in culture generally in
the Ningerum Council. I noted that there was no cultural house or centre in the area, and
I therefore make this suggestion:
Recommendation 6:
OTML would do well to add the sponsorship of local cultural activities to the brief of
the Fly River Development Trust. Small allocations of money for cultural projects

25 The other shares were Tabubil District 20% (Papua New Guinea 1991b), Kiunga-Everill Junction (Strickland

confluence) 10%, and South Fly 40%. In consequence 20% was to be administred by DOIC Tabubil, 40% from
Kiunga, and 40% from Daru.
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are recommended; for example, periodic assistance for a larger school like that at
Ningerum to stage cultural events and to commission the making of traditional
artefacts for a school museum.
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APPENDIX A
NINGERUM LOCAL GOVERNMENT COUNCIL WARDS,
SEPTEMBER 1991
The usual village of residence of the councillor is underlined and village names are
followed by census unit designations, where applicable.

War Census
d Division

Councillor

Villages and Census Units

1

North Ok Tedi

Kurem KARUNG Ambaka (CU001), Birimkamka

2

North Ok Tedi

Karolus KITOM

Kungim (CU003), Kungembit
(CU002) [ward includes “Ibit Kat
Barumok” Lands File LA68/2031]

Councillor

Villages and Census Units

War Census
d Division
3

Ningerum

Beaman WALAP

Tengkim (CU024), Wombon
(CU028), Digam (CU010)

4

Ningerum

Kinang
GONOKBIN

Bikim (CU004), Minipon (CU018)

5

Ningerum

Wambon
NAOWON

Hukim (CU013), Yongtau No.2
(CU032)

6

Ningerum

Alfonsius ONKO

Tarakbits [Lands File LA63/471]
(CU023), Binkawok (CU005)

7

Ningerum

Warik ARAM

Bankim No. 2 (CU003) [ward
includes Ogun, Irimkwi, Deikwi]
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1

8

Ningerum

Niokweng
KAONOK

Ambre (CU001), Kwikim (CU017),
Bankim No. 1 (CU002), Savepon,
Bulipkawok (CU007), Sawanam.

9

Ningerum

Taobtaman
OGARUN

Derongo (CU009), Nioksikwi1
[includes Tundenghiaikwi (see
p. 62), Kumkwit] (CU020),
Duombonkim (CU011)

10

Ningerum

Onia AWONKA
(V/P)

Mongulwalawam [includes
Oktidetau] (CU019),
Wurimkanatgo (CU029),
Haidauwogam (CU012),
Boliwogam (CU006)

11

Ningerum

Sibi
DARONDAON

Kolebon (CU014), Tingkwi
(CU026), Yongtau No. 1, Bumbin

12

Ningerum

Kakwet
KABOLAB

Wogam (CU027), Wuwungo
(CU030), Ningerum-Tamaro
(CU022), Kwakwi (CU016)

Nioksikwi, together with Ankwit, Kumkwit and Oktidetau, has transferred to the Star Mountains Council. All
Nioksikwi people now reside at Ok Ma 11, as do Derongo people. The latter, however, remain with the
Ningerum Council.
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War Census
d Division

Councillor

Villages and Census Units

13

North Awin

Sarum
SOWENAM

Hiorenkia (CU004), Hosonai
(CU006), Awin-Tamaro (-),
Grumepu [ward includes “Aeto”
Lands File LA5600 & LA64/74]

14

North Awin

Bon DAWOE
(Pres.)

Tapko (CU018), Kwiloknai
(CU011), Sapirae

15

North Awin

Kumo GUMENG

Ketimoknai (CU009), Sisimakam (), Saisu (-)

16

North Awin

(Keba ESSEM temp.)2

Ripnai (CU013), Brunai (CU002),
Mohomnai3

17

North Awin

Kien MOBIAI

Runai (CU014), Ihore (CU008)

18

North Awin

Kave GRE

Kimainai (CU010), Hosomnae
(CU007)

19

North Awin

Pomewo
GRUMHOE

Haewenai (CU003), Mohomtienai
(CU012) [ward includes “Bunien”
Lands File LA63/1194]

20

North Awin

Sobre HUKIN

Timoknai (CU020), Tminhore
(CU019), Somaikwankia (CU017)

2

vice Honeai AMEKIN (deceased)

3

village of provincial member, Kware Kukinai, a resident of Ningerum.
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War
d

Census
Division

Councillor

Villages and Census Units

21

West Awin

Kasi TUTU

Pampenai
(CU017),
Grenai
(CU011), Siringre (CU019)

22

West Awin

Oar GAI

Wanginai
(CU021),
Nonigre
(CU016), Sutpenai (CU023)

23

West Awin

Ketu DOWOE

Menumgrup
(CU013),
Sonai
(CU020), Meahore (CU022)

24

West Awin

Padien PRURI

Grehorsore
(CU003),
(CU008), Menum

25

West Awin

Aetru WOKNAI

Holpanai
(CU005),
Senamrae
(CU018), Dande (CU002)

26

West Awin

Russel
WAIDUMA

Bige (CU001), Miamrae (CU014),
Kwiape (CU012), Tripianae

27

West Awin

Steven GANG

Kasrenai (CU009),
(CU401), Demesuke

28

West Awin

Duwang KABE

Yenkenai (CU007), Mimingre
(CU015), Hosokumgu (CU006),
Gumenai
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Ipoknai

Matkomnae

APPENDIX B
GAZETTEER OF CENSUS UNITS AND COUNCIL WARDS:
NINGERUM CENSUS DIVISION

Composition of the Ningerum Local Government Council
Wards 3-12 in the Ningerum LGC are made up of villages in Ningerum Census
Division (Appendix A). However, it seems no longer true that all Ningerum-speaking
villages are still affiliated with this council. The villages of Nioksikwi, Kumkwit and
Ankwit have relocated northwards to Ok Ma 11 and are now, it is claimed, incorporated
in the Star Mountains Council.
Population data
Population data is available for all these villages from the 1979 Provincial Data System
round, a head tax assessment in 1987, and from the 1980 and 1990 National Population
Censuses. Data for 1990 were only available in summary form at the time of writing.
Compliance with censuses and roll calls is, I believe, excellent by comparison with
other parts of the country; indeed, the fact that the Council is able to levy a head tax at
all testifies to the general level of community-mindedness in Ningerum.
However, this is overlain by a complex pattern of village reformation and relocation
attributable to (a) general social changes initiated in the 1960s and continuing today
among Alice Ningerum villages, and (b) the more recent and stronger influence of the
Ok Tedi project among Kasuwa villages. There is a very poor correlation between the
1980 and 1990 census figures such that few statements that compare the two overall can
be made. On the other hand, a comparison of the various counts at individual census
units is very useful. Losses betray relocation to another village site; gains point to
members of other villages coming to live at this site.
In making comparisons between the various enumerations, the following formula is
used:

Annual growth rate =

n

P2
P1 ,

where P1 is the first of two population counts, P2 is the second, and n is the number of
years in between. Thus if a Census Unit had a population of 100 people in 1979 and 126
in 1990, P1 = 100, P2 = 126, and n = 11 years. Using a pocket calculator with an XY
function button, the answer is an annual growth rate of 2.1% p.a.
In comparing the head tax enumeration with the censuses, it is assumed that those over
the age of 18 are eligible voters and therefore likely to be asked to pay. The proportion
of people is this category varies among the four Census Divisions of the council in the
1979 PDS data from 43.4% (North Ok Tedi) to 59.2% (Ningerum) of the total
population, the average being about 55%. I will use the latter figure in making
projections. The variation may, however, be quite meaningful and the low proportion of
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children to adults in Ningerum could well reflect generally poorer health conditions for
mothers and children there.
In wondering whether the head enumeration is at all accurate, it is not known how head
tax exemptions might be given to unmarried youths over 18 years or to old and infirm
people. But the 1979 PDS breakdown shows that people estimated to be 45 years of age
and older made up only 7.6% of the population in Ningerum CD (8.6% in the Ningerum
LGC as a whole). Again, I do not have to stress that this is in marked contrast with any
healthier population.
Clan names
Obviously, I am not in a position to make definitive pronouncements on Ningerum
names and orthography, but certain regularities can be seen in clan names that may be
noted as an aid to correct spelling.
Ka, ‘people’, is a common affix and suffix. Thus Blula phratry may just as easily be
called Ka Blula, ‘the Blula people’, and Dikam clan, Ka Dikam, ‘the Dikam people’.
Generally ka as an affix can be left off and so I have recorded names which are heard
with it as two words.
As a suffix, we see Kimka, Muitka, Daupka, etc. but it does not seem correct to say
‘Kim-’, ‘Muit-’ or ‘Daup-’ and I have spelt these (as does Welsch) as single words.
Kwit, ‘river mouth’ (and the adjoining land), often appears in place names, e.g. Aukwit,
‘mouth of Ok Au’, and clans and subclans may be known by names so constructed; for
example, Avia Kim Taubkwit, ‘the Avia Kim who live at the mouth of Ok Taub’.
The same names recur repeatedly in different areas and it is important to find out
whether these represent local branches of the same clans, similar sounding but distinct
names, or different clans named following the same structural logic. Thus, kim, ‘?trunk,
main stem’, avia, ‘?last born’, konmenin, ‘?born of the second wife’, and so on, are
structural parts of names and recur throughout the area. A good deal of further
investigation would be required to understand this fully. Tables 2 and 3 list the clan
names I recorded, together with those noted by Welsch in his paper on land
investigations (1979).
Table 2. Clans noted as present in Alice Ningerum villages (overpage)
Key to villages in Table 2, in order of columns:
H = Hukim, M = Minipon, B = Bikim, T = Tengkim, W = Wombon, D = Dikam, W =
Wogam, W = Wuwungo, K = Kolebon, B = Bumbin, Y = Yongtau No. 1, T = Ningerum
Tamaro
Key to symbols in Tables 2 and 3:
+
clan name heard during this survey
W
clan name given by Welsch (1979)
W
clan name given by Welsch and heard during this survey
Blula
top level name: phratry or clan
[Blula Dawantem]
constituent clan or subclan
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Clans
Muitka
[Muitka Avia]
[Muitka Avia Kepten]
[Muitka Kim Kwilok]
[Muitka Konminen]
[Muitka Tumkwit]
Ameka
[Ameka Avia]
[Ameka Kim]
Kimka [sev. subclans]
[Kimka Avia]
[Kimka Kim]
Ka Tama
[Ka Tama Kim Avia]
[Ka Tama Kim Kwi]
[Ka Tama Opka]
Blula
[Blula Avia Kim Taubkwit]
[Blula Avia Kim]
[Blula Avia Wogam]
[Blula Dawantem]
[Blula Ka Dikam]
[Blula Kim Dawantem]
[Blula Okit / ?Ok Kwit]
[Blula Opka]
Daupka
[Daupka]
[Daupka Oktemka]
Dukpit
Konwop
Mokdi
Ka Amitan
Ei
Ka Higem
Ningyum
Keip Avia
Amenka
Bi
Ka Nangon
Kimkan
Menbli
Op
Gengho
Kinum
Okekan
Kumunok
Mungumki
Wamdop

H

+

M
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+

B
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

T

W

D

W W

K

B

Y

T

+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
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Clans
Borop
Ein
Galum
Hereguan
Hiem
Jengam
Kokmop
Konmeren
Op
Awisan
Bre
Derongo (clan name)
Ka Okli
Seve 1 (Welsch: Save)
Seve 2
Tegein
Kimje
Wamdop
Daupka
[Daupka Konmanin]
[Daupka Kimop]
[Daupka Avya]
Nium (W: 3 probable s-cs.)
[Nium Opka]
[Nium Kimkwi]
[Nium Kawon/Kawaun]
Konwop
Waiap
Oktemka
Gengho
Ok Ti
Baune
Konmeren

K
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

A

+
+
+

S

D

D

N

O

W

M

H

B

W

+
+
+
+

+
+
W W
W

W

W

W W
W
W
+

W W
+

+

W
W
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

Table 3. Clans noted as present in Kasuwa villages.
Key to villages in Table 3, in order of columns:
K = Kwikim, A = Ambre, S = Savepon, D = Derongo, D = Duombonkim, N =
Nioksikwi, O = Ok Tidetau, W = Wuritengkit, M = Mongulwalawam, H =
Haidauwogam, B = Boliwogam, W = Wurimkanatgo
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DETAILED BREAKDOWN

Ward 3. Tengkim ,Wombon, DigamTV
Councillor in 1991:
Beaman WALAP (Tengkim)
Recent relocations:

Dikam was formerly situated 1 km to the east at the mouth of
Ok Taub. Wombon and Tengkim have not moved recently.

FRDT:

Dikam is a Trust Village.

Summary statistics:
Census Units

1979 PDS
Res.

Abs.

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

M

M

F

F

1990 NPC
M

F

x 1979

x 1980

CU010 Dikam

35

(8)

12

13

11

20

22

17

111.4%

156.0%

CU024 Tengkim

129

(12)

48

41

33

42

164

146

240.3%

348.3%

CU028 Wombon

140

(3)

46

58

26

30

55

53

77.1%

103.8%

304

(23)

150.3%

209.6%

Total

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

218

162

457

150% of the 1979 figure, or 3.8% p.a.
210% of the 1980 figure, or 7.7% p.a.

Head tax assessment:

162 adults of a likely total of 201-225 adult residents in 1987.

Comment:

It is most unlikely that natural increase accounts for the large
rise in population in this Ward.

Dikam
Dikam villagers remain expectant that the Ok Taub will be bridged soon, linking the
Hukim road to the Ok Tedi pontoon crossing and/or proposed bridge. However they
have moved their village closer to the centre of their territory since the late 1970s. The
present location, elevated somewhat from the river, is a more comfortable place to live
in. Of all the Alice Ningerum villages, Dikam is situated nearest to the river. It receives
benefits from the Fly River Development Trust.
The clan known as Avia Kim Taub Kwit means ‘Avia Kim of the mouth of Ok Taub’. I
am not sure which, if any, larger group Avia Kim (‘last born’) belongs to.
Tengkim
Tengkim is the largest village in Ningerum CD and is situated roughly at the halfway
point between the start of the road at Ok Taub and the end at Hukim. The village has a
Community School and Aid Post, both evidently well maintained. As a ‘central place’ it
has clearly attracted people to settle at the expense of nearby villages and hamlets.
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What is at first glance surprising about this is that the land area indicated to me as being
available to Tengkim villagers is a good deal smaller than that its neighbours. But on
the basis of clans resident here, members of the various branches of Ka Tama also live
at Bikim, and jointly hold the land towards Ok Au south of Ok Tamang.
(Note that this is the same Ka Tama as at Hukim.)
Wombon
Wombon is evidently becoming marginalised as a viable village, although the lands
apparently available to its members are quite extensive.
The main clans represented are Ka Blula groups. Ka Blula also live at Wogam and have
land in common with those at Wombon above the Ok Taub/Ok Amin junction. (Note
that Blula Dawantem and Blula Opka are the same groups as at Hukim, Minipon and
Dikam.)

Ward 4. Bikim, Minipon
Councillor in 1991:
Kinang GONOKBIN (resides in either village)
Recent relocations:

Bikim was formerly situated 1 km and Minipon about 1.2 km
to the northeast along the Hukim road. They have moved
within the last decade.

Proposed relocation:

Educated village members are thinking of organising the two
villages to merge and relocate on their mutual border.

Summary statistics:

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

1990 NPC

Census Units

Res.

Abs.

M

F

M

F

M

F

CU004 Bikim

123

(12)

43

56

17

31

59

68

48

47

21

18

47

CU018 Minipon

100

(33)

Total

223

(45)

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

194

87

52
226

x 1979
103.3%

x 1980
128.3%

99.0%

104.2%

101.3%

116.5%

101.3% of the 1979 figure, or 0.1% p.a.
116.5% of the 1980 figure, or 1.5% p.a.

Head tax assessment:

87 adults of a likely total of 119-124 adult residents in 1987.

Comment:

Natural increase should have brought the population up to
about 275 people. The most likely explanation for the static
numbers is further movement of families to other villages.
(Note that a very high proportion of Minipon villagers were
said to have been absentees in 1979).
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Bikim
This village is notable for the fact that Kimka clanspeople have most of their land down
towards Ok Au and even on the far, southern side. (The topographic sheet marks a
settlement site here, but its name was not mentioned to me and it must be disused or an
occasionally used garden house hamlet.) General health was excellent here and young
men in the 25-35 age range were noticeably well built. We discussed this, and I would
tend to attribute this to the good access to fishing grounds.
The village has a small Rest House and a council supplied water tank.
Minipon
This is a small village of about 12 houses. It has no Aid Post or Rest House. The health
status among youths was excellent, but it was fair to poor among middle-aged people
and children, who were both suffering somewhat from grille (Tinea imbricata) at the
time of our visit.
The Blula Dawantem clan here is also represented at neighbouring Hukim and the
Muitka clans here were all represented at Bikim. Thus the marking of an inter-village
boundary is in each case rather arbitrary.

Ward 5. Hukim, Yongtau No.2
Councillor in 1991:
Wambon NAOWON (Hukim)
Recent relocations:

Summary statistics:

The former village of Bwakim is described in a 1950s patrol
report quoted by Welsch as having been the ‘principal
village’ of the area. The site of Bwakim was several
kilometres to the north of present-day Hukim. The population
of Yongtau No. 2 has moved to Hukim, evidently since 1980.

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

1990 NPC

Census Units

Res.

Abs.

M

F

M

F

M

F

CU013 Hukim

131

(12)

72

92

43

67

104

106

CU038 Yongtau No. 2

99

(26)

28

35

12

13

0

0

Total

230

(38)

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

227

135

210

x 1979
160.3%

x 1980
128.0%

–

–

91.3%

92.5%

91.3% of the 1979 figure, or -0.8% p.a.
92.5% of the 1980 figure, or -0.8% p.a.

Head tax assessment:

135 adults compared to a likely total of 118 adult residents in
1987.

Comments:

The combined village total is declining slowly, undoubtedly
as people move elsewhere. Many more adults paid head tax
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from Hukim than can actually have been living there, if any
of the census figures are to be believed.
Hukim
Hukim is one of the largest villages in the area. It has long had an Aid Post and was the
village where Welsch lived from November 1977 to October 1979, his study focussing
on the Hukim Aid Post (Welsch 1982) The nearest schools are Tengkim and Tarakbits.
There is an Australian Survey Mark, AA827, in the centre of the village.
As discussed in the text (above, p. 13), Hukim was notable on our visit as being the only
place in the Sub-District where old people were seen and the people gave an impression
of being in exceptionally good health. At the time of our visit, nutritious food appeared
in plentiful supply at Hukim and, for the record, five or six families quite spontaneously
brought plates of cooked fish and sago to the Rest House.

Yongtau No. 2
The population of this village is said to have relocated at Hukim.
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Ward 6 Tarakbits, Binawok
Councillor in 1991:
Alphonsius ONKO (Tarakbits)
Recent relocations:

Summary statistics:

Unknown.

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

M

M

Res.

Abs.

CU005 Binawok

125

(10)

38

50

24

33

76

82

126.4%

179.5%

CU023 Tarakbits

204

(5)

123

102

57

54

133

124

126.0%

114.2%

Total

329

(15)

126.1%

132.6%

Census Units

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

F

313

F

1990 NPC
M

168

F

415

x 1979

x 1980

126.1% of the 1979 figure, or 2.13% p.a.
132.6% of the 1980 figure, or 2.86% p.a.

Head tax assessment:

168 adults of a likely total of 209-214 adult residents in 1987.

Binawok
I did not visit Binawok. By inspection, the 1980 census figures appear to be an
undercount. They should be disregarded.
Tarakbits
I did not visit Tarakbits. However, this is a long established mission station with
airstrip, health facilities and a community school. Taken together, these two CUs have
sustained what is very likely the average population growth for the area, namely just
over 2.1% p.a.

Ward 7 Bankim No. 2
Councillor in 1991:

Warik ARAM

Recent relocations:

Unknown.

Summary statistics:

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

1990 NPC

Census Units

Res.

Abs.

M

F

M

F

M

F

CU003 Bankim No. 2

147

(0)

69

71

52

57

49

60

Total

147

(0)

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

140

109

109

74.1% of the 1979 figure, or -2.7% p.a.
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x 1979

x 1980

74.1%

77.9%

74.1%

77.9%

77.9% of the 1980 figure, or -2.5% p.a.
Head tax assessment:

109 adults of a likely total of about 65 adult residents in
1987.

Bankim No. 2
I did not visit Bankim No. 2. This village is in an isolated position very close to the
border and not served by a road bench. It is not surprising that it has experienced steady
population decline, undoubtedly due to out-migration, over the last decade. Many more
persons paid head tax as members of Bankim No. 2 than can actually have been living
there in 1987.

Ward 8 Ambre, Kwikim, Bankim No. 1, Bulipkawok, Savepon
Councillor in 1991:
Niokweng KAWENOK
Recent relocations:

Summary statistics:

Bulipkawok said to have been at Ok Tidetau in 1983; others no changes.

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

1990 NPC

Census Units

Res.

Abs.

M

F

M

F

M

F

CU001 Ambre

124

(3)

50

59

33

34

68

69

110.5%

125.7%

CU002 Bankim No. 1

35

(0)

18

17

12

11

38

33

202.9%

202.9%

CU007 Bulipkawok

42

(2)

18

14

10

11

19

12

73.8%

96.9%

CU017 Kwikim

156

(5)

78

64

42

37

75

63

88.5%

97.2%

Total

357

(10)

105.6%

118.6%

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

318

190

377

x 1979

x 1980

105.6% of the 1979 figure, or 0.5% p.a.
118.9% of the 1980 figure, or 1.7% p.a.

Head tax assessment:

190 adults of a likely total of about 200 adult residents in
1987.

Comments
Of these four villages, I only visited Kwikim, but there are additional settlements in this
extremely isolated corner of the CD, such as Savepon, visited by helicopter when the
pilot dropped in error, instead of at Bankim No. 1. There may have been some
migration of young males out of this Ward in search of work, but the simple remoteness
of the villages, with no locally available services, and no access to education, make this
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less likely than where youths were at least able to complete some years of community
school.
Ambre was visited some few weeks earlier by the OIC, Ningerum, on an electoral
patrol. He confirmed the local people’s account, at Kwikim, of 250 m-long ‘new
airstrip’ being constructed there (well short of the minimum length for a landing strip).
This is simply a measure of the people’s desperation to seek development.
The poor health of these people was disturbing (discussed above, p. Error! Bookmark
not defined.). An Aid Post nominally exists at Kwikim, but the orderly ‘went finish’
some time ago and no replacement has been sent in. I have no reliable information on
Bulipkawok. D. Soni (PR, Election Team 3, 1983) noted that ‘all’ the members of this
village had moved to Ok Tidetau. If this was so, it may be that they have moved back
home since.

(Ward 9. Derongo, Duombonkim, Kumkwit, Nioksikwi, Ok Tidetau, Ankwit)
Councillor in 1990:
Taobtaman OGARUN
Recent relocations:

Summary statistics:

All except Kumkwit and Ankwit now at Ok Ma 11

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

1990 NPC

Census Units

Res.

Abs.

M

F

M

F

M

F

CU009 Derongo

211

(2)

128

85

51

39

0

0

0.0%

0.0%

CU011 Duombonkim

47

(0)

23

24

14

14

0

0

0.0%

0.0%

CU015 Kumkwit

59

(1)

28

28

–

–

20

15

59.3%

62.5%

CU020 Nioksikwi

74

(2)

42

34

25

27

95

74

228.4%

222.4%

CU021 Ok Tidetau

54

(0)

21

11

–

–

145

118

487.0%

821.9%

CU034 Ankwit

ns

ns

ns

ns

–

–

26

25

Total

445

(5)

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

424

170

518

x 1979

–
116.4%

x 1980

–
122.2%

116.4%of the 1979 figure, or 1.4% p.a.
122.4%of the 1980 figure, or 2.0% p.a.

Head tax assessment:

170 adults of a likely total of about 270 adult residents in
1987
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Comments
Derongo, Duombonkim and Nioksikwi were relocated northwards well before 1990 to
Ok Ma 11. Ankwit and Kumkwit people still live ‘at home’ but use Ok Ma 11 for
schooling and the Aid Post.
Derongo, Duombonkim, Nioksikwi and Ankwit were said at Ningerum to constitute
Ward 9, but informants say that in 1988 Nioksikwi, Ankwit, Kumkwit and Ok Tidetau
villages joined the Star Mountains council (I am not sure where Ok Tidetau and
Kumkwit were placed before this nor how they are incorporated, if they are, with Star
Mountains).
By Ningerum standards this is an unprecedented concentration of population from the
dispersed ridge top sites of the Upper Ok Ma catchment to a central location. Derongo
and Nioksikwi, originally the remotest of these villages, initially moved about 9 km and
7 km to an interim site just west of the position of the dam and then a further 4 km to
Ok Ma 11. I think this was the Nioksikwi No. 4 referred to in 1983 to which place, it
was noted, the Derongo and Duombonkim people had just moved (D. Soni, PR,
Election Team 3, 1983).
Ok Tidetau No. 1 is marked on the topographic map as being near Kilometre 1, but
evidently the three small settlements now located between Kilometre 1 and Kilometre 3
are occupied by families from other parts of Ningerum and whose members work in
Tabubil. Ok Tidetau No. 2 (probably more meaningfully ‘Ok Ti [i.e. Ok Tedi] Detau’)
was formerly 2 km to the north of Ok Ma 11.

Ward 10

BoliwogamTV,

WurimkanatgoTV
Councillor in 1991:

HaidauwogamTV,

MongulwalawamTV,

Onia AWONKA

Recent relocations:

Boliwogam villagers were said to have all moved to Ok Ma
11. Haidauwogam has moved from a riverside location to the
Ningerum-Tabubil Highway. Any Wurimkanatgo people
living to the west of the river have moved to the present
(highway) village. Mongulwalawam: unknown.

FRDT:

All four villages in this Ward are Trust Villages.

Summary statistics:

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

1990 NPC

Res.

Abs.

M

F

M

F

M

F

CU006 Boliwogam

89

–

49

46

28

28

0

0

0.0%

0.0%

CU012 Haidauwogam

50

–

25

9

24

14

43

42

170.0%

250.0%

CU019 Mongulwalawam

120

–

78

57

46

25

67

46

94.2%

83.7%

Census Units
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x 1979

x 1980

CU029 Wurimkanatgo

68

–

Total

327

–

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

39

30
333

21

7
193

46

34
278

117.6%

115.9%

85.0%

83.5%

85.0% of the 1979 figure, or -1.5% p.a.
83.5% of the 1980 figure, or -1.8% p.a.

Head tax assessment:

193 adults of a likely total of about 161 adult residents in
1987.

Comments
There have been major shifts of population north and westwards out of the original
inland locations of these villages. Only Haidauwogam originally had road access; it was
located on the east bank of the Alice. Members of all these villages have all moved to
seek better access to communications and services. The apparent decline in population
may be ascribed to these shifts, not to an actual negative rate of growth.
The health of Haidauwogam (at Kilometre 104) and Wurimkanatgo (at Kilometre 96)
people is not good and grille is very common. Evidently the 40 km radius served by the
OTML-run clinic at Tabubil ends at Kilometre 105 (i.e. the Sisimakam people are
served); these people come under the Ningerum Health Centre. A man aged about 35
years at Haidauwogam was seen with an exaggeratedly distended abdomen and was is
an obvious state of incapacitation, while at Wurimkanatgo a ca. 16-year-old youth had
advanced, and apparently untreated, case of elephantiasis.
At the same time, Wurimkanatgo men complained in no uncertain terms about the
destruction of gardens on the banks and islands of the Ok Tedi below Kilometre 96 and
that their normal crops either did not grow adequately on the slopes to make planting
worthwhile (taro, yam, corn, pumpkin, watermelon) or gave poor yields (sweet potato,
peanuts, pawpaw, Xanthosoma taro). I noted, on the other hand, that a chicken project
was under way at Wurimkanatgo, presumably assisted by the Trust (as noted, all four
villages are Trust Villages). [Claims for damages had just been investigated at the time
of my visit. As noted in footnote 20, these were settled on 5 August 1992. I will present
an extended discussion of the compensatory procedures in my 1992 report.]
It may be thought that the people were grumbling unjustly, but I do not think this was
so. Many members of these populations are barely clinging to an acceptable level of
nutrition and health – for whatever reasons – and many are visibly losing the battle just
to stay alive. Small projects will help, but a major effort is required to set these people
on the right path. A concerted assault on health problems is the highest priority here.
In the meantime, OTML is an obvious target for villagers to focus their woes on as I
noted earlier (p. 22).
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Ward 11 BumbinTV, Kolebon, Tingkwi, Yongtau No. 1
Councillor in 1991:
Sibi DARONDAON
Recent relocations:

All Tingkwi and Yongtau No. 1 have moved to Kolebon.
Bumbin have moved across Highway to Kilometre 90.

FRDT:

Bumbin is a Trust Village.

Summary statistics:

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

1990 NPC

Res.

Abs.

M

F

M

F

M

F

CU008 Bumbin

75

(0)

55

26

25

16

37

25

82.7%

76.5%

CU014 Kolebon

80

(2)

43

29

24

23

55

44

123.8%

137.5%

CU026 Tingkwi

49

(4)

30

24

21

16

0

0

0.0%

0.0%

CU031 Yongtau No. 1

53

(0)

28

24

11

10

61

36

183.0%

186.5%

Total

257

(6)

100.4%

99.6%

Census Units

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

259

146

258

x 1979

x 1980

100.4% of the 1979 figure, or 0.04% p.a.
99.6% of the 1980 figure, or -0.04% p.a.

Head tax assessment:

146 adults of a likely total of about 142 adult residents in
1987.

Comments
Kolebon is linked with Ningerum by an excellent feeder road from the pontoon crossing
and through new Wogam. It has a Community School offering in 1991 Grades 3 and 6.
As a consequence most the of the population of this Ward has congregated here. By
contrast, old Bumbin was sited on the other side of the Ok Munga (Ok Ma) river,
between this and the Alice; the Bumbin people have gone to live on the Highway at
Kilometre 90 and receive benefits from the Fly River Development Trust.

Ward 12 Kwakwi, Ningerum TamaroTV, WogamTV, Wuwungo
Councillor in 1991:
Kakwet KABOLAP
Recent relocations:

All Kwakwi and Wuwungo people are now at Wogam. The
old site of Wogam lay between Wombon and Wuwungo; the
new site is adjacent to the Ok Munga (Ok Ma) on the
Kolebon road.

FRDT:

Wogam and ‘Tamaro’ are Trust Villages.
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Summary statistics:

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

1990 NPC

Res.

Abs.

M

F

M

F

M

F

CU016 Kwakwi

35

(1)

20

13

8

6

4

4

22.9%

24.2%

CU022 Ningerum Tamaro

100

(8)

46

49

–

–

55

47

102.0%

107.4%

CU027 Wogam

110

(2)

89

64

53

53

110

85

177.3%

127.5%

CU030 Wuwungo

90

(3)

33

24

25

16

31

23

60.0%

94.7%

Total

335

(14)

107.2%

106.2%

Census Units

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

338

161

359

x 1979

x 1980

107.2% of the 1979 figure, or 0.63% p.a.
106.2% of the 1980 figure, or 0.60% p.a.

Head tax assessment:

161 adults of a likely total of about 194 adult residents in
1987.

Comments
Like Kolebon in Ward 11, Wogam is acting as a central place for this Ward. The
relocations are said to have been undertaken in 1984-85. (This may be inaccurate.)
Wogam has no school (nearest is Kolebon). Health and stature were both very good
here. A complicating factor is that Wogam is a Trust Village; how exactly projects
funded by the Trust will be reserved for true Wogam villagers, I am unclear.
The village of Ningerum Tamaro is located at Kilometre 73 near Ningerum Station.
(‘Tamaro’ is listed as a Trust Village – Appendix D – I assume this includes both
Ningerum Tamaro and Awin Tamaro.) At this point, Ningerums make some claims on
the east bank, as do Awins on the west bank:
According to the Awins, the claims by the Ningerums that they own ground on the east bank of the Ok Tedi are
genuine, but amount to very small areas of ground ... Cllr. Born [i.e. Council President Bon Dawoe] from Tapko
states he own[s] ground on the west bank of the Ok Tedi at the indentation in the Ok Tedi just below where the
Ok Wok flow in (J.W. Ransley, PR, Kiunga 1A of 1980).

(The land referred to by Bon here is evidently further north, opposite Kilometres 88-89
beyond Tapko.) Some Awins I interviewed claimed ownership over the (Ningerum
Tamaro) land on the west bank of the Alice between the pontoon crossing and Digam,
while some east bank land below Ningerum Station is fairly definitely held by
Ningerums. I was unable to get a clear set of testimonies in the circumstances, as both
Awins and Ningerums followed me around in case the other party were to mislead me.
In fact, this only prevented me from doing my job as this made it impractical to
interview anybody at all.
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Remaining villages: Tundenghiaikwi, Korkit, Kayongim, Haidumpit Camp
Council Wards:
Unknown
Recent relocations:

Summary statistics:

Unknown

1979 PDS

1980 NPC

1987 Hd Tx

1990 NPC

Res.

Abs.

M

F

M

F

M

F

CU025 Tundenghiaikwi

85

(53)

43

32

–

–

38

33

CU033 Korkit

ns

ns

ns

ns

–

–

70

36

n/a

n/a

CU035 Kayongim

ns

ns

ns

ns

–

–

120

84

n/a

n/a

CU401 Haidumpit Camp

ns

ns

ns

ns

–

–

17

0

n/a

n/a

Total

85

(53)

Census Units

75

Population change
Raw growth to 1990:

(meaningless)

Head tax assessment:

(meaningless)

–

398

x 1979
120.0%

120.0%

x 1980
121.0%

121.0%

Comments
Tundenghiaikwi comprises a group of people living in the extreme northwest of the
Census Division. This is probably not the correct name, as the group is evidently
seldom visited by patrols. E.W. Kaney (who called it ‘Tunderhiatkowi’) reported that
the people here had joined with those from Kumkwit for a time, but that they had split
up again in 1977 (PR, Ok Tedi No. 4 of 1979). I have the ?clan name Sekmonka for this
area and the place names Minambon (or Binambon) which is said to be the same as
Ankwit. However, in 1990, Ankwit and Tundenghiaikwi were obviously distinct census
points. The settlement dynamics of the population represented by these census units is
probably very fluid (discussion above, p. 17)
I have no clear idea where the other three Census Units, all first enumerated in 1990, are
located.
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APPENDIX C
GAZETTEER OF CENSUS UNITS AND COUNCIL WARDS:
WEST AND NORTH AWIN CENSUS DIVISIONS

Membership of the Ningerum Local Government Council
Wards 13-20 and 21-28 in the Ningerum LGC are made up of villages from North Awin
and West Awin Census Divisions respectively (Appendix A).

Survey details
In the time available it was not practicable to do a comprehensive survey of these
Census Divisions. I limit my observations to Wards 13-15 and 25-26 and do not attempt
a systematic comparison of census figures as with Ningerum CD. Fairly comprehensive
information on village relocations is given by Jackson (1977), though more detailed
investigation is required at a next stage of work.

Ward 13. Hiorenkia, HosonaiTV, Awin TamaroTV
Councillor in 1991:
Sarum SOWENAM (Hiorenkia)
Recent relocations:

Hiorenkia was formerly several kilometres to the east.
Hosonai has moved its position slightly.

FRDT:

Hosonai and Awin Tamaro are Trust Villages.

Comments
Hiorenkia is said to have moved to the present position in 1972. Villagers said that
Krenham Wonhenai, the member for North Fly from 1972-1977, and himself from
Hiorenkia, told them to move there. At present Hiorenkia is situated on the land of
Simenkia village.
Simenkia, at Kilometre 74, is not listed as a ‘village’, it is counted as part of Awin
Tamaro, which in fact consists of several distinct settlements.
I was given the typescript of an origin story by Singarai Sirie at Hosonai in which the
ancestral hero starts off on the opposite, Ningerum side of the Alice. I reproduce it in
full in Appendix E. The story is intriguing on two counts – firstly because neither
Awins nor Ningerums see any difficulty in asserting that traditionally there was little
contact and no intermarriage across the Alice, and secondly because of the cultural
importance attached to a totemic fish whose home is in the river (importance discussed
above, p. 25).
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Ward 14. TapkoTV, KwiloknaiTV
Councillor in 1991:
Bon DAWOE, Council President (Tapko)
Recent relocations:

Old Tapko was 3 km to the east. Old Kwiloknai was 6 km to
the southeast. Sapirae village has joined Tapko.

FRDT:

Tapko and Kwiloknai are Trust Villages.

Comments
Both Tapko and Kwiloknai are bad examples of how not to choose an appropriate
village site. Tapko now occupies a ribbon of Highway between Kilometres 83 and 84,
while Kwiloknai, originally situated one ridge away, is spread out between Kilometre
96 and 98. The impact of dust and noise on the inhabitants is considerable – a house we
were hosted in physically shook whenever a semi-trailer went by – but as noted
elsewhere all these villagers were warned not to build houses right on the road. (Using a
dozer to push short feeder roads inland a kilometre or so might encourage people to
vacate the road corridor.)
Cllr. Bon’s origin story of Mepu is reproduced in Appendix E (discussed above, p. 25).
Mepu are also found at Wangenai and Pampenai; indeed, there is also a branch at
Kiunga.

Ward 15. Ketimoknai, Sisimakam, Saisu
Councillor in 1991:
Kumo GUMENG
Recent relocations:

Sisimakam is a new village formed from inland settlements.

Comments
These villages were not investigated. I did, however, take the Sisimakam turning and
was able to drive (with difficulty) almost as far at Ketimoknai. If upgraded, this road
would give very good service to the inland groups. As noted elsewhere, the Ningerum
LGC has several times made submissions to have the road opened all the way to
Haewenai and Rumginae.

Ward 25. Dande, Holpenai, Senamrae
Councillor in 1991:
Aetru WOKNAI
Comments
Dande is a cluster of hamlets on the Highway. From Dande a passable feeder road runs
south via Holpenai and Senamrae to the villages of Ward 26. Of these, Senamrae village
is located on the land of Tipianae village. Note that Mia, Hore and Dem clans at
Senamrae probably each have land towards the Alice River in the northwest.
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Pastor Phyau Grepure (his spelling) of Senamrae expressed his concern about the ‘tides’
which had been backing up along the Ok Mart and threatening Senamrae sago stands. I
took him on a brief aerial inspection; I would say that this could become a serious
problem, but that little damage has so far been sustained (in contrast to river garden
damage at Bige, see below). [The banks along the first kilometre or so of the Ok Mart
now show flood damage  seen from helicopter with I. Wood and S. Kirsch, 14 August
1992.]

Ward 26. Miamrae (+ Tipianae), KwiapaeTV, BigeTV
Councillor in 1991:
Russell WAIDUMA
FRDT:

Kwiapae and Bige are Trust villages.

Comments
Miamrae is a ‘new’ village formed adjacent to the existing village of Tipianae,
probably in the 1950s, and consisting of the two clans Mia and Amrae who lived to the
northwest of the present site. As a consequence, it is very likely that Miamrae land is
among that impacted along the east bank of the Alice.
Kwiapae and Bige are physically located close to the river. At the time of our visit to
Bige, on 10 September 1991, the Alice had just inundated a considerable amount of
Bige land, causing extensive damage to food crops and smothering the bases of trees
with up to 80 cm of sand-sized sediment. I took Russell Waiduma on a helicopter
inspection on 26 September (discussed above, p. 33).
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Clans
Smare
Tienai
Rumnai
Tunai
Rumei
Rumepu
Timine
Tiomai
Grupe
Grupe-Hianenkia
Sole
Garinai
Hiorenkia
Binkia
Kwenkia
Bekdurenkia
Kumgu
Hore
Mepu
Gre
Beke (=Bige)
Panai
Kei
Dem
Mia
Amrae
Tkoi
Apare
Inaikoi

T
+
+
+
+
+
+

S

H

H

S

T

H

W

P

H

S

M

K

+

+

+

+

B

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

Table 4. Clans noted as present in a selection of Awin villages.
Key to villages in Fig. 3, in order of columns:
T = Tapko, S = Sapire, H = Hosonai, H = Hiorenkia, S = Simenkia, T = Tamaro, H=
Hosokumgu, W = Wangenai, P = Pampenai, H = Holpenai, S = Senamrae, M =
Miamrae, K = Kwiapae, B = Bige
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APPENDIX D
LIST OF FLY RIVER DEVELOPMENT TRUST VILLAGES
FROM TABUBIL TO KONKONDA
Census Division

Which bank?

Visited (1991)

Boliwogam

Ningerum

West

No

Wurimkanatgo

Ningerum

East

Yes

Demesuke

West Awin

East

No

Bumbin

Ningerum

East

Yes

Digam

Ningerum

West

Yes

Birimkamba

North Ok Tedi

West

No

Kungembit

North Ok Tedi

West

No

Mongulwalawam

Ningerum

West

No

Haidauwogam

Ningerum

East

Yes

Kwiloknai

North Awin

East

Yes

Tapko

North Awin

East

Yes

Tamaro

West Awin

East

Yes

Hosonai

North Awin

East

Yes

Mimingire

West Awin

East

No

Yenkenai

West Awin

East

No

Wogam

Ningerum

West

Yes

Kwiapae

West Awin

East

Yes

Komopkin

South Ok Tedi

West

No

Yogi

South Ok Tedi

West

No

Dome

South Ok Tedi

West

No

Bige

West Awin

West

Yes

Konkonda

South Ok Tedi

East

No

Hosokumgu

West Awin

East

Yes

Village
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APPENDIX E
TWO AWIN ORIGIN STORIES WITH CONNECTIONS
TO THE ALICE/OK TEDI RIVER

The History of Hore clan (Singarai Sirie, Hosonai Village)
The Hore clan began with a fish called bro in Awin language [the Fringe-Lipped
Mullet, Crenimugil labiosus, J. Tait, pers. comm. 1992]. The fish called bro laid its
eggs at the mouth of Kawoe Creek in the Ok Tedi river. One of these eggs appeared as a
human embryo and began to breathe in and out. In Awin language, breathing in and out
is called horiya. So the boy who grew from the embryo was named ‘Hore’ after his
action of breathing in and out. Hore lived with his mother the fish bro in the river.
When Hore grew up he left his mother in the river and went out on the land. She told
him not to go far, but he disobeyed here and went about discovering the land until he
found a man with his family. They asked him, ‘Who are you?’ The boy answered, ‘My
clan is Hore.’ The asked him again, ‘What is your name?’ He said, ‘My name is Hore.’
So he lived with them until they gave him a wife, with whom he had two sons.
The firstborn was Kmime and the second was Waroke. The sons grew up to manhood
and married. They lived at the same place until their father, Hore, died. Both Kmime
and Waroke had children. One day the two men and their families went to a feast and in
the night the people did a house dance. But in the middle of the night, a big storm came
up and an earthquake struck. The house with all the people in it was destroyed by the
storm and what was left sank into the ground in the earthquake. Everybody was buried
and the whole area was covered by water. When this happened the fish called bro, the
mother of Hore, appeared and saved Kmime, Waroke and their families and returned
them to their homes.
The two families lived there, on the Ningerum side of the river, until one day Waroke
decided to cross to the other side of the Ok Tedi river. One afternoon he took his bow
and arrows and told his elder brother Kmime that he was going hunting on the other
side of the river. He went down to the bank of the river and started to think how he
could get across to the other side. While he was thinking, the fish bro, the mother of
Hore, appeared and took Waroke across to the other side. Then the fish gave him a tree
and told him he would never see her again and that he would never go back to the other
side of the river again. The fish made him swear: ‘You will never call my name in
public and you will never eat me; I am the mother of Hore and you will plant this tree to
remind you of these things and for the future generations.’ She added, ‘The tree is
named lome, so take it and plant it where you will settle and call this place Lome.’
The fish disappeared into the river. Waroke took the tree and went hunting. It got dark
and he slept near a big tree that is called some [sic] in Awin language and awinap in
Ningerum language. In the night there was a storm and an earthquake, and his language
changed from Ningerum to Awin. The next morning he went to the bank of the river
and called his elder brother Kmime, but he spoke in the Awin language. Kmime
answered in the Ningerum language and asked him, ‘Where did you sleep?’ Waroke
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relied in the Ningerum language, ‘I slept near the big some tree that in Ningerum
language is called awinap’. His elder brother now said his brother’s people would be
called ‘Awin’, after the awinap tree. Waroke told Kmime, ‘I will not come back; marry
my wife and look after my children.’ After saying this he left and went east and
discovered the land there.
Going on his way he met a man and his family. The man said, ‘Who are you?’ Waroke
answered, ‘My clan is Hore.’ The man asked him again, ‘What is your name?’ Waroke
said, ‘My name is Waroke. Who are you?’ The man answered, ‘My clan is Somoi and
my name is Somoi. Do you have a family?’ Waroke said he had no family.
So Somoi took Waroke’s hand and called him nephew and led him to his house where
they slept the night. The next morning Waroke told Somoi that he was leaving to
explore the land. Somoi said, ‘You must marry my daughter Mikon and take her with
you.’ Waroke accepted, married Mikon and took her to find the land and the creeks.
They came to a high mountain. They both looked around, west north, east and south.
Waroke thought back to his elder brother Kmime and the wife and children he had left
behind and felt sorry for them. He named this mountain Kminame after his brother
Kmime. Waroke and his wife slept there. The next morning they continued their
discovery of the land. The came down to the big river Smare and passed small creeks
and places until they arrived at the top of a high ridge. Waroke sat down and told his
wife that they would build their settlement here. From here they went out and found the
river Sare and the land around it. After discovering these places Waroke took the tree he
had been given by the mother of Hore, told his wife it was called lome and planted it
there. Waroke said they must go back to Kminame. So they went to Kminame, made
another settlement and had three sons, Dumure, Rawe and Donime.
When the three sons grew up, Waroke gave them special names. He called Dumure
‘Hore rankia’, which means first born in the line; he called Rawe ‘Hore durenkia’,
which means second born in the line; and he named Donime ‘Hore binkia’ which means
third born in the line. The sons grew into men. They married where their father had
done, into Somoi clan.
One day Waroke told his sons, ‘I will show the three of you the places I discovered
before.’ The father and the mother took their sons and their families and showed them
all the places they had found, until they reached the place where they had planted the
lome tree, where they slept the night. The next day, Waroke showed his sons the Sare
river. The day after this, Waroke gathered his sons and their families around the lome
tree and gave them the sacred instructions passed to him by the fish bro, the mother of
Hore: ‘You will never call my name in public and you will never eat me; I am the
mother of Hore and you will plant this tree to remind you of these things and for the
future generations.’
Waroke told his sons that if the leaves of the tree were to wither and fall off then the
Hore would die out until only one or two people were left to continue the line. He told
them the name of the tree and that the place was called Lome after it. With that the old
man Waroke disappeared in front of their eyes.
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Commentary
The story is taken from a typescript given to me by Singarai Sirie, with minor subediting to improve the continuity and spelling in some sentences. (I have chosen Lome
where Singarai gives the spellings Romme and Lomme. I have Somoi where he has
variously Somme, Somoe and Somoi, and Mikon where he had Micon. )
This a fairly typical kind of origin story, in which the principal actor, a male clan
founder, roams the landscape naming and marking significant places in what will be his
descendants’ environment. This all takes place in legendary time – this might be
compared with the Australian Dreamtime – although present day people would
generally think this took place some 8-12 generations ago, notwithstanding confusions
with biblical events (the author compares the actions of the fish in saving the two
brothers with the story of Jonah).
In relation to the Ok Tedi river, we have the appearance of a totemic fish which, like
other totems in the area, is given the status of a protected species for Hore clanspeople.
This bears comparison with the origin story of the Sore Garinai people of Awin Tamaro.
Their totem is an eel called gediwem which lived, not in the Ok Tedi, but in a whirlpool
in a creek in the bush near where a special garene tree is planted. For the Sore Garinai,
it was this eel that was a protected species.
A footnote: the totemic fish, bro, is no longer found in the Ok Tedi. Obviously I cannot
be clear which species this is, but it is certainly true that few fish still inhabit the river
above Ningerum, notwithstanding the technical difficulties of sampling them (Smith
and Tait 1991:1).
[Addition 1992: the totemic fish, bro, is the Fringe-Lipped Mullet. It has been absent
from the Ok Tedi since the construction of the mine but has recently been seen in the
clean tributaries, both in the Ok Birim (Smith et al. 1992:28) and Ok Ma (J. Tait, pers.
comm. 1992).]

The history of the Mepu people (Bon Dawoe, Tapko Village)
An old man called Mepu saw mushrooms growing on a dead log. The next day he
returned to the place and saw that a cassowary had eaten them. The next day he came
back and the same thing had happened. On his third visit he urinated over the
mushrooms. The cassowary came, ate the mushrooms and, unbeknown to Mepu,
became pregnant with human twins. She gave birth to two boys (the eldest was called
Onbi) and fed them on lizards and fruit, which is what cassowaries eat. When they were
grown up, she showed them the ribs of sago leaves and showed them how to sharpen
them with a sharp stone flake. She showed them rough sticks and bush rope and how to
make a bow and arrow using these materials, with the sago ribs for arrows. They used
the bows to shoot lizards, birds and kapuls, but having no fire they could only ‘cook’
them by drying them in the sun.
The cassowary mother now went into people’s gardens and stole fire which she brought
to her sons, and collected firewood for them, so they could cook properly. She showed
them how to make houses on posts and how to make real bows and arrows from the
black palm. Now she told them to go hunting for any game they liked, but forbade them
to kill the cassowary. They killed two pigs.
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The cassowary went to a washing place by a stream. She saw two girls bathing there.
Secretly she crept up and stole their skirts which they had taken off and left on the bank.
She called out to the girls, who saw what had happened and cried out. The cassowary
mother ran into the bush and the girls ran after her to get back their skirts. Every time
they looked like catching her, the cassowary mother ran on again, until at last they came
to the boys’ house. The cassowary mother ran inside and the girls followed. But as they
entered, the cassowary mother jumped outside, knocked down the ladder and threw
their skirts on the ground outside.
When her two sons came, the cassowary mother showed them the two girls and
explained what girls were. The sons spoke to them and asked them whether they would
like to stay with them. They agreed, married the sons and bore them children.
Mepu, although he did not realise it, had married the cassowary and had borne two sons.
Onbi, the elder, had two sons, Kwaepi and Unga. Unga’s descendants are a line of
Mepu near Kiunga. Kwaepi’s son was Ontere, and Ontere’s son was Duwom. In the
time of Mepu, Onbi, Kwaepi, Ontere and Duwom, the Ok Tedi river had no water in it –
it was a dry baret.
Duwom’s son was Lekwai; Lekwai’s son was Dunon; Dunon’s son was Pohoi; Pohoi’s
son was Smare Liole; Smare Liole’s son was Ade; Ade married a Rumepu woman and
they had Ikik; Ikik’s first wife was from Beke clan and she bore Mongot; Ikik’s second
wife was from Rumnai clan and she bore Bon [the informant]. From Duwom’s time to
the present day, water has flowed in the Ok Tedi. All those descended from the
cassowary mother are known as Mepu people.
Commentary
This story was recounted in the night at Tapko to an audience of some dozen or so
young people. The speaker rehearsed the account for his listeners and stressed the
importance and uniqueness of their clan’s history.
In the story a major component of the environment is given a dramatic walk-on part in
local culture. It is not important to ponder what the ‘dry’ Alice means; indeed, if
pressed, those listening to and contributing to the story would not have had been able to
explain this. Theirs is a belief in a legendary time when the river was barren and
useless to humans, and a normal, modern time when the river has been a great
provider, stocked with fish and generally useful to the human way of life.
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APPENDIX F
NEWSPAPER REPORT ON SPECIAL SUPPORT GRANT
Islanders Rampage Through Daru
Many angered over the use of special supports grant
(Times of Papua New Guinea, Thursday 10 October 1991)

The group then became angry and threw
rocks at the provincial government
building and the Finance and Planning
office causing widespread damage.

by IAN KAKARERE
More than 5,000 people went on a
rampage through Daru, Western
province, on Monday causing an
estimated K100,000 worth of damage.

The demonstrators ranks rapidly grew
as others came in to see what the
commotion was about.

The incident started outside the Fly
River provincial government office
when a small group from the Kiwai
Island area gathered to see Western
Province premier Norbert Makmop,
Finance Minister Sali Subam and
Provincial secretary Tuwe Olewale.

The mob then marched 400 metres to
the premier’s official residence looking
for Makmop.
Being further frustrated that the premier
was not in, the protesters ransacked the
house, smashed and overturned his car.

The group wanted to know what had
happened to the K3 million special
support grant (SSG) given to the
Western Province by the national
government.

They then marched down to Karawame
Trading where they looted the store of a
wide range of goods.
An eye witness said Daru police were
hopelessly outnumbered and could not
stop the group or make arrests.

The national government gives mining
provinces the special support grant so
that a variety of projects can be
established in the villages affected by
mining. The Kiwai Islands are part of
the affected mining area.

By late Monday afternoon the rioters
dispersed. The situation is now quiet
but tense.

Apparently premier Makmop and the
two others were not on Daru Island
when the Kiwai group met outside the
provincial government office.

Talks between police, government
officials and community leaders were
held on Monday evening to discuss the
problem.

The demonstrators then asked public
servants on how the special support
grant was spent. The public servants
said they were not able to release the
information requested.

The Western provincial education board
indefinitely suspended classes at Daru
High School and the five community
schools on the island until the situation
was calm.
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Twenty per cent of the grant was
supposed to go to OK Tedi mine
landowners at Tabubil.

How the special support grant has been
used by the Fly River provincial
government is a very contentious issue
in the next month’s provincial
government elections.

When the cheque was given to premier
Makmop, the Fly River provincial
government invested the K3 million in
an interest bearing deposit account in a
Port Moresby bank.

Last January, the former Deputy Prime
Minister Ted Diro handed over the 1990
SSG cheque of K3 million in an
elaborate ceremony.

It appears that nearly two thirds of the
SSG has been spent but there is no
proper accounts kept for it. To make
matters worse, it appears none of the
SSG has been spent on projects in both
the North and South Fly areas.

The 1991 national government budget
has allocated K5.1 million special
support grants.
After lengthy talks, it was agreed that
40 per cent of the SSG be allocated for
projects in the affected areas of the
North Fly and 40 per cent to the South
Fly.
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Plate 1.

Deposition of sand around the roots of trees at Bige village.

Plate 2.

Deposition of sand in riverbank garden, Bige village. Note the standing crop of
sugar and banana, with sand incursion around the roots.

Plates 3 and 4.

Crop damage at Bige village. Sand deposition around bananas and
young coconut plants. Note the banking of sand to a depth of
ca. 40cm.

Plate 5.

Damage to stands of timber along the left bank of the Alice just above Bige. The
deposition of sand on the forest floor can be seen in the foreground and a high
proportion of trees in the foreground and to the right of the photograph have
died. (Plate 1 shows a ground view of a nearby and closely comparable area.)

Plate 6.

The left bank of the Alice just below Bige. Deposition of sand can be seen
extending 20-30 m in from the river. This is adjacent to the garden shown in
Plates 2-4.

Plate 7.

Destruction of crops at Alice Farm. The end of the Ningerum airstrip can be
seen at the right; the two buildings are a DPI storage shed and seedling nursery.
Deposition of sand begins just below (to the left of) the nursery.

Plate 8.

Long mounds at Alice Farm partially covered by sand and flood debris. This
style of mound was introduced in sweet potato trials conducted by Malcolm
Levett (pers. comm.) in the early 1980s.

Plate 9.

Aerial view of mounded kaukau on the gardened island beyond Alice Farm.

Plate 10.

Aerial view of mounded kaukau interplanted with banana on the gardened island
beyond Alice Farm. Note the individual mounds visible at centre left.

